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An experimental and analytical study of the internal fluid

dynamics of a drop-on-demand (DOD) ink-jet printhead has been con-

ducted. The central idea of the project was to develop a large scale

model with air as the working fluid in order to obtain fluid dynamics

data relevant to the interior of a printhead. The analytical results

are: (i) a model of an ink-jet printhead, (ii) a method for scaling

up a printhead for experimental study with air as the working fluid,

and (iii) a physically based interpretation of an ink-jet printhead

as a piston driven Helmholtz resonator. An application of the model

for the design of a DOD printhead was conducted. The analysis also

illuminated the need for experimental information to characterize the

orifice or nozzle area of the printhead.

The experimental task was focused on obtaining parameters to

characterize the fluid dynamics of monochromatic sinusoidal zero mean

flow through two orifices in series, the "Stemme" nozzle. In partic-

ular the dimensionless dependent variables R/n/17, 6/0.85d1, vo/17;,

and v
2
/v

o
were correlated with the dimensionless independent vari-

ables; d2/d1, tp/di and P'/pwv for the following ranges of param-

eters: 0.23 < d2/di < 0.94, 0.4 < tp/di < 2.6, and 660 < P'/pwv <

4120; where w is frequency, R is the resistance term which will char-

acterize the nozzle damping, 6 is the added mass term to characterize

the nozzle mass attribute, di and d2 are the first and second orifice

diameters, vo and v2 are the velocity magnitudes out the first and



second orifices, P' is the acoustic pressure across the two orifices,

and t is the orifice spacing. Data was also obtained to show that

for certain combinations of parameters, the double orifice nozzle

will rectify an oscillating velocity. For the rectified case, a

sinusoidal fluid velocity incident on the first orifice will produce

a rectified sine wave fluid velocity out the second orifice.

The experimental study required a considerable methods develop-

ment effort. The most significant result of this was a method for

the calibration of a hot wire anemometer probe for the measurement of

a zero mean sinusoidal reversing flow.
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NOMENCLATURE

CHAPTER 2

A = horn area

Ao = orifice area

c = equilibrium wave speed in fluid

c
s = structure compression wave speed

do = orifice diameter

D = horn diameter

e = horn wall thickness

E = Young's modulus

= -1

Jn = Bessel function of first kind and order n

k = wave number = w/c

k
c = thermal conductivity

kh = stiffness due to fluid in horn

k
s = stiffness due to surface tension

L = horn length

P = equilibrium pressure

P' = IP'(x,t)I

P(x,t) = complex instantaneous pressure

P'(x,t) = P(x,t) P = acoustic pressure

r = radial distance

rd = ink drop radius

R = resistance

R = horn radius

R
s = resistance modified for surface tension effects

s = Is(t)1

s(t) = complex piston position]
/c

S
7;

= shear wave number =
2 v

d
r

So
o vi ;shear wave number =

2



t o = orifice thickness

t
P

= orifice plate thickness

volt) = complex instantaneous fluid velocity in orifice

v
o = Iv

o
(t)

V = IV(x,t)I

V(x,t) = fluid velocity in horn chamber

x = longitudinal distance

= position vector

x(t) = piston volumetric displacement

X = reactance

y(t) = orifice fluid volumetric displacement

z = fluid characteristic impedance = pc/A

z
o

= orifice impedance

a = transmission coefficient

a = fluid bulk modulus of compressibility

= compressibility factor

6 = length correction to account for added mass

6
s

= 6 modified to account for surface tension effects

= damping factor

V = fluid viscosity

v = fluid kinematic viscosity

v
s

= Poisson's ratio

p = fluid equilibrium density

p(x,t) = fluid instantaneous density

p'(x,t) = p(x,t)p

Ps
= structure density

= velocity potential

T = surface tension

= frequency (rad/s)

we = cutoff frequency

wh = Helmholtz natural frequency

wn = natural frequency of the horn chamber for kLzo/Z >> 1

w
o

= natural frequency for a printhead modeled as a single

degree of freedom system; including surface tension

pc = coincidence frequency



NOMENCLATURE

CHAPTER 3

A = tube area

A
o

= orifice area

c = equilibrium wave speed in air

d
o

= orifice diameter

D = horn diameter

177

Jn = Bessel function of first kind and order n

k = wave number = w/c

L = tube length

P = equilibrium pressure

P' = 11"(x,t)1

P(x,t) = complex instantaneous pressure

P'(x,t) = P(x,t) P = acoustic pressure

r = radial distance

ro = orifice radius

= Is(t)I

s(t) = complex piston position

;(t) = complex piston velocity

S = shear wave number =-2 yr;
2 --)

d

So shear wave number =
2

t = time

to = orifice thickness

U(t) = bridge voltage

v
c

= Ivo(r=0,x=d0/2,01 = velocity magnitude at the center

of the orifice

v
o

= Ivo(t)I

vo(r,x,t) = complex instantaneous fluid velocity in the orifice

volt) = radially averaged value of vo(r,x,t)

V = IV(x,t)I



V(x,t) = complex instantaneous fluid velocity in cylinder

x = longitudinal distance

z
o = orifice impedance E. complex ratio of monochromatic

acoustic pressure across orifice to volume velocity

through orifice

Z = fluid characteristic impedance = pc/A

a = compressibility factor

6 = fluid bulk modulus of compressibility

y = v /v
c o

r = reflection coefficient

re = propogation constant

E = compressibility error

u = viscosity

v = kinematic viscosity

P = equilibrium density

P' = IP(x,01

p(x,t) = instantaneous density

p'(x,t) = p(x,t)-p

(I) = velocity potential

w = frequency (rad/s)

we = tube cutoff frequency



NOMENCLATURE

CHAPTER 4

A = test section cross sectional area

Ao = orifice area

c = equilibrium wave speed in fluid

d
1

= orifice 1 diameter

d
2

= orifice 2 diameter

I=T

k = wave number = w/c

L = tube length

P = equilibrium pressure

P' = 1121(x,01

P2 ' =

P(x,t) = complex instantaneous pressure

P'(x,t) = P(x,t) P = acoustic pressure in horn chamber

Tx,t) = acoustic pressure in the plate gap region

R = resistance or real part of z0A0

s = Is(t)!

s(t) = complex piston position

;(t) = complex piston velocity

S = shear wave number =
D

2 v

tp = orifice plate spacing

t
1

= orifice 1 thickness

t
2

= orifice 2 thickness

U(t) = bridge voltage from hot wire anemometer system

vo(r,x,t) = complex instantaneous fluid velocity in the orifice

volt) = radially averaged value of vo(r,x,t)

vo = 1v0(01 = orifice velocity magnitude

x = longitudinal distance

X = reactance or imaginary part of z0A0

zo
= orifice impedance

v = kinematic viscosity



P = equilibrium density

w = frequency (rad/s)



AN EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE INTERNAL FLUID

DYNAMICS OF AN INK-JET PRINTHEAD

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The rapid growth of computers for home, business, and industrial

applications has to led to a need for improved computer interfaced

printers. One of the new technologies, the ink-jet printer, is the

subject of this thesis. This printer creates images on paper by

emitting tiny drops of ink to form letters, graphics, and pictures.

The ink-jet printer has advantages of quiet operation, multicolor

printing capability and better print resolution as compared to the

conventional impact printer.

1.1 The Ink-Jet Printhead

An ink-jet printer of the type studied forms color images by

generating a pattern of magenta, cyan, yellow, and black ink dots.

Positioning is controlled by moving four printheads horizontally on

rails and moving the paper vertically on a print drum, Fig. 1.1. A

printhead will emit a single drop of ink in response to a voltage

signal, allowing digital pattern control.

There are a number of types of ink-jet printheads in commercial

use. The type under study for this work is show in cross section on

Fig. 1.2a. The fluid is a water based ink and the structure is

steel. An input voltage, Fig. 1.3a, applied to the PZT biomorph, 1

leads to the ejection of a single drop of ink out the plate 2 ori-

fice. After ejection, the drop is accelerated by air blown through

the air line and passes through the plate 3 orifice and onto the

paper. Ink refills from a reservoir which feeds ink between plates 1

and 2. A typical voltage signal to create three drops is shown in

1
The PZT biomorph is a piezoelectric crystal bonded to a steel
plate. A voltage applied across the piezoelectric crystal produces
a deformation of the plate.
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Fig. 1.3b. Because of the on/off nature of printing, the time be-

tween pulses is not uniform.

The distinguishing features of the Fig. 1.2a printhead as com-

pared to other designs are the double orifice nozzle formed by plates

1 and 2 and the use of air to accelerate the drop after it is

ejected. The double orifice nozzle was first proposed by Stemme and

Larsson [35,46]. The air assist was developed by Matshusta Corpora-

tion [47].

1.2 Scope of the Analysis

The printhead interior fluid dynamics were chosen as the area

for study. PZT biomorph dynamics and drop development were not con-

sidered. The primary effort was experimental and directed towards

gaining understanding of the fluid mechanics in the double orifice

region. Printhead geometry was simplified by considering a cylindri-

cal cross section, Fig. 1.2b.

The problem to be solved was as follows. Determine the rela-

tionships among the variables influencing the internal fluid mechan-

ics within the printhead and the double orifice region. Provide

information such that a designer could use it for simplifying and/or

improving the existing design.

A comment: The problem statement above is open ended and very

general. A great deal of effort was directed towards establishing

more specific objectives. The formulation of these objectives is

presented in the body of the thesis.

1.3 Thesis Organization

The thesis, written in "manuscript format," is comprised of

three stand alone journal articles, Chapters 2-4, respectively, and a

conclusions section, Chapter 5. The topics addressed in the thesis

body are as follows.

The objectives of Chapter 2 are: (i) to present an analytical

model of an ink-jet printhead and show how this model may be used by

a designer, (ii) to develop a method of scaling up a printhead for
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experimental study with air as the working fluid, and (iii) to estab-

lish what is important to be measured experimentally.

Another way to describe the objective of Chapter 2 is as

follows. The experimental model consisted of a 20-in. long aluminum

cylinder with a momochromatically vibrating piston at one end and two

orifices in series at the other. The usual comment was: "What does

this have to do with an ink-jet printer?" In function and appear-

ance, the test section has little relationship to an ink-jet print-

head. However, when the underlying form, i.e. the physics of the

fluid flow, are studied; the relationships are very strong. Chapter

2 was written to establish these relationships.

No existing method was found to measure velocities of the oscil-

lating reversing fluid in the double orifice region. Chapter 3

describes a method of calibrating a hot wire anemometer for making

such measurements. The key to the success of this venture was the

design of a test section to produce a sinusoidal reversing flow of

known magnitude. The physics used for this design are exactly the

same as those presented in Chapter 2.

One of the Chapter 2 conclusions was that the most important

experimental objective is to characterize the nozzle area fluid

dynamics. In Chapter 4 an experimental study with an objective of

characterizing the fluid dynamics of oscillating zero mean flow

through two orifices in series is presented. The topics addressed

include dimensional analysis, development of measurement methods and

establishment of what parameters are important to measure. Fluid

velocity and pressure data for oscillating flow through a double

orifice geometry is presented in a format useful to the designer of

an ink-jet printhead.
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Chapter 2

THE INK-JET PRINTHEAD AND THE HELMHOLTZ RESONATOR:

AN ANALYTICAL STUDY

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents an analysis of the fluid mechanics in the

interior of an ink-jet printhead. The analysis is directed towards

understanding the internal fluid mechanics of a simplified drop-on-

demand (DOD) ink-jet printhead. In particular, ink refill was not

included and drop development was treated in a simplified fashion.

Analysis is presented to show that the simplified ink-jet printhead

can be viewed as a piston driven Helmholtz resonator.

The results of this analysis are: (i) a model of an ink-jet

printhead and of a piston driven Helmholtz resonator, (ii) a physi-

cally based interpretation of an ink-jet printhead as a piston driven

Helmholz resonator, (iii) an example design of a printhead, and (iv)

a method for scaling up a printhead for experimental study with air

as the working fluid.

This analysis was originally performed in support of an experi-

mental study (Chapters 3 and 4). The idea behind the experimental

work was to develop a large scale printhead model with air as the

working fluid so that data on the internal fluid mechanics could be

obtained. In performing the analysis, it was evident that the re-

sults could also be quite useful to the ink-jet printhead designer.

Thus, this chapter was written with parallel objectives of providing

information useful for the designer and defining what is significant

for an experimental study.

An ink-jet printhead with a generic configuration was consid-

ered, Fig. 2.1. The ink, which is located in the horn region is

water based and the structure is steel. A voltage signal, Fig. 2.2a,

applied to the piezoelectric crystal leads to a crystal deformation

in the x direction. This causes ink to flow down the horn chamber

and out the orifice where a single drop of ink is ejected. The horn

refill port, not shown on Fig. 2.1, supplies makeup ink during the
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negative portion of the voltage signal. An image is formed by gener-

ating a pattern of the tiny ink drops. A typical voltage signal to

create three drops is shown in Fig. 2.2b. Because of the on/off

nature of printing, the time between pulses is not uniform.

The Helmholtz resonator, a simple acoustics model, consists of a

chamber connected to the ambient by a neck or orifice. This device

will resonate or absorb sound at a characteristic frequency, the

Helmholtz resonance, which is determined by its geometry. At reso-

nance, the fluid in the chamber behaves much like a spring and oscil-

lates the fluid in the neck which provides the mass. The vibrating

fluid in the neck can be conceptualized as a small vibrating piston

of equivalent mass and it is this motion which radiates sound. The

sounds produced by the main resonance of a guitar or by blowing over

a pop bottle are familiar examples of Helmholtz resonators.

The ink-jet printhead, Fig. 2.1, is seen to be a piston driven

Helmholtz resonator. Thus, models of these two devices should have a

great deal in common. The derivation of this model begins with a

review of ink-jet printhead modeling efforts followed by a dimension-

al analysis of a piston driven Helmholtz resonator. Next, the reson-

ator is analyzed in a general way to determine what aspects of the

physics are important for ink-jet printhead modeling. Finally, a

model and its application to the design of an ink-jet printhead are

presented.

Ink-jet printing technologies have been reviewed by Heinzl and

Hertz [1]. The literature related to the internal fluid mechanics of

the drop-on-demand, DOD, printhead will be reviewed here.

Larsson and Lundqvist's [2] analytical and experimental study of

a DOD printhead includes drop development, internal fluid dynamics

and piezoelectric transducer modeling. The internal fluid flow equa-

tions were developed using potential flow theory with an assumed

spherical flow field around the orifice. Analog simulation was used

to predict system behavior. Experimentally measured drop character-

istics are presented.

To model internal flow, Beasley [3] used an incompressible and

lumped analysis to arrive at effective inertia and viscous lengths
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for different regions in the printhead. Similarly, Kyser et al. [4]

used an lumped incompressible model to develop effective masses,

springs and damping coefficients.

Bogy and Talke [5] performed an analysis of the internal fluid

dynamics and present experimentally measured drop parameter data and

a photographic record of the drop formation process. The analysis

used the piezoelectric crystal displacement as an initial condition

for d'Alembert's solution to the wave equation. They concluded that

the use of linear acoustic theory produced good agreement with their

measured data.

Mizuno et al. [6] used four transfer functions to describe

printhead fluid flow. Compressibility effects were included and the

transfer function coefficients were determined experimentally.

Roy et al. [7] developed a coupled 1D numerical model of the

piezoelectric driver and horn chamber. The model treated the horn

chamber as a closed cavity (no orifice). Plate modeling was per-

formed with an assumed modes method and fluid modeling was performed

using the 1D method of characteristics. Model results showed good

agreement with measured pressures in a piezoelectric driven closed

cavity.

Drop development studies related to DOD ink-jet technologies

have been presented by Adams and Roy [8] and Fromm [9].

Several conclusions may be drawn about the literature reviewed.

The fluid mechanics have been primarily treated using a variety of a

"lumped parameter" approaches, with fluid compressibility sometimes

included. With the exception of Roy et al. [7], the existing data

are measurements and photographs of drops ejected from a printhead.

A nondimensional grouping of the variables important to the internal

fluid mechanics has not been presented. An analysis of fluid struc-

ture interactions has not been presented. Finally, there are a

number of existing studies related to printhead physics which have

not been referenced.
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2.2 Scope

Consider a device that is identical in size and operation to a

DOD inkjet printhead, with the exception that the fluid in the horn

region is the same as that in the ambient region. Define this as the

"printhead" under study. By studying this device a great deal can be

learned about the physics of an actual printhead. Then in §2.5 the

surface tension boundary condition present during drop formation will

be incorporated into the analysis.

2.3 Dimensional Analysis

The approach used in conducting the dimensional analysis was to

break the independent variables into two groups: (1) those influenc

ing the fluid flow in the horn chamber, and (2) those influencing the

fluid flow out the orifice. The reason for this is because analyzing

the horn chamber fluid dynamics is a separate problem from analyzing

the orifice fluid dynamics. Using this formulation, the coupling

between the fluid dynamics of the two regions was contained in one

dimensionless group.

Significant variables with typical values are presented in Table

2.1. It was assumed that the fluid thermal transport properties are

not important. The characteristic frequency, w, is defined as 27/T;

with T given on Fig. 2.2. Structural properties are included because

fluid/structure interactions were considered.

The dimensionless groups formed from the Table 2.1 variables are

presented in Table 2.2. The particular groupings are arranged to em

phasize physical significance. These groupings were derived by first

using standard dimensional analysis to form "initial groups." Next,

scaling of the governing physical equations was used as guidance in

combining the initial groups into the groups appearing in Table 2.2.

There are three groups governing the fluid dynamics in the horn

region. The value of the frequency ratio, kL, reflects the influence

of compressibility. As kL changes from small to large, the fluid

will behave as incompressible (zero degrees of freedom), lumped com

pressible (one degree of freedom) and distributed compressible (par

tial differential equation). The value of kL/Ir, which is analogous
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Table 2.1. Significant variables.

Symbol Name Nominal Value

HORN REGION

0

P

11

Pt

L

D

Ps

E

v
s

t
P

e

w

Fluid bulk modulus

Fluid density

Fluid viscosity

Peak horn pressure

Horn length

Horn diameter

Structure density

Young's modulus

Poisson's ratio

Orifice plate thickness

Horn wall thickness

Frequency

ORIFICE REGION

v
o

Orifice velocity

p Fluid density

p Fluid viscosity

do Orifice diameter

t
o Orifice thickness

207x10 7 Pa

998 kg/m3

1.0x10-3 kg/(ms)

m 1.0x105 Pa

4750 pm

2000 pm

7700 kg/m3

194x109 Pa

0.27

100 pm

1000 pm

1.26x105 rad/s

m 8 m/s

998 kg/m3

1.0x10-3 kg/(ms)

45 pm

22 pm
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Table 2.2. Dimensionless groups.

Symbol Name Nominal Value

HORN REGION (fluid mechanics)

0.41

5x10 -5

355

2.4

27

0.062

0.02

0.27

0.05

0.5

26

8

0.5

kLIzo/Z1 2.8

kL Frequency ratio

P'/8 Pressure coefficient

S =
D- - Shear wave number
2 v

L/D Aspect ratio

HORN REGION (fluid/structure interactions)

(pc)s/pc Characteristic impedance ratio

w/w
Pc

Coincidence frequency ratio

OD/Ee

v
s

Poisson's ratio

tp /do

e/D

ORIFICE REGION

v0/17;

do w
Shear wave numberSo= T-.1-;

to /do Aspect ratio

ORIFICE/HORN REGION INTERACTION

kLzo/Z Impedance ratio
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to the frequency ratio used in vibrations, gives the ratio of w to

the first natural frequency of the horn chamber (as a closed cavity).

It will be shown in §2.4.1 that the wave equation governs the

fluid flow in the horn region. This equation is linear and the value

of F.,/a gives an indication of when the order of magnitude assump-

tions used in the derivation are met.

The value of the shear wave number, S, reflects the influence of

viscosity. Physically, '17?.-1WS is equal to the ratio of tube diameter

to boundary layer thickness.

As shown in Table 2.2, the physics of the fluid flow around the

orifice are determined by three groups. Note that fluid compressi-

bility is not contained in any of these groups; the small length

scale involved precludes compressibility effects. Panton and Goldman

[10] present an excellent discussion of the physics associated with

oscillating flow through an orifice, for the case of to/do 4 0.1.

The results will be summarized here.

When experimental data were examined, So had some influence of

the onset of nonlinear behavior and on the values of orifice imped-

ance in the linear and nonlinear regions. However, the data corre-

lated primarily with vo/A1-7;. Thus, it appears that flow around an

orifice is primarily a function of to/do and v0/47)7), with a secondary

influence by So.

There are five groups governing fluid/structure interactions.

The value of the characteristic impedance ratio is an indication of

the degree of fluid/structure interaction via a longitudinal wave

mechanism. The coincidence frequency ratio controls the interactions

of the fluid with the orifice plate, via a mechanism of longitudinal

waves in the fluid interacting with bending waves in the plate. The

value of the thickness modulus ratio indicates the relative compress-

ibility of the fluid in the horn chamber as compared to the horn

chamber structured elasticity.

Finally, the coupling between the fluid in the horn chamber and

the orifice is governed by a single group, the horn/orifice impedance

ratio. The definition of orifice impedance, zo, and the physical
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significance of the impedance ratio will be presented in §2.4.4 and

§2.5, respectively.

2.4 Analysis

As shown in Fig. 2.2, typical input to a printhead is transient

with frequency content at more than one frequency. However, the

analysis presented will be for monochromatic input. Using super

position or other methods, solutions for nonmonochromatic input may

be developed. It was felt that the monochromatic approach yields the

most general results.

The fluid in a printhead is a water based ink and the properties

were assumed to be those of water. However, there are ink particles

present as large as 1/5 of the orifice diameter and so it is not

clear that the continuum and Navier Stokes assumptions are valid in

the fluid. However, based on laboratory experience with printheads,

assuming the continuum and Navier Stokes assumptions appeared to be a

good starting point.

2.4.1 The Horn Region

Suppose the following conditions are satisfied in the horn

region: (0 P' << a, (ii) p = Ice = 0, and (iii) p' << p. Then it is

possible to show that the fluid motion in the horn region is governed

by (1), the wave equation.

3
2
a c2ea

Dt
2

(1)

where a can be any one of four variables, 0(Pc,t), P'(x,t), or

pl(x,t)

Due to the radial symmetry of a printhead, (1) can be used in

component form in terms of r, x, and t. However, it will now be

shown that it is not necessary to include the radial dependence. The

reason for this is that the radial effects are confined to regions

near the boundaries.



Consider the following problem, solve:

D
2
0

k,

2+
Ok

2 ,

2
r

'

x
'

= c V r,x,t)
at

subject to:

7t (r,x=0,t)
ao

= f(r)e-iwt

ao ao

ax
(r,x=L,t) =

ar
(r=R,x,t) = 0

ao

ar
(r=0,x,t) is finite

16

(2)

where the region of interest, Fig. 2.3, represents the ink-jet print-

head with a 2D velocity distribution at one end and rigid walls on

all the other boundaries. (Note: the 2D effects introduced by vis-

cous interactions with the horn walls will be discussed in §2.4.5.)

Adding a radial dependent boundary condition at both ends (i.e.

piezoelectric crystal at one end and orifice at the other) can easily

be done using superposition if the solution to (2) is known.

The solution to (2), given by:

where

0(r,x,t) =
n20

[anJo(krnr) sin(k
xn

L)
=

cos(k
xn

(x-L))

a
n

R
[ f rf(r) J

o
(k
rn

r)dr]
0

k
xn
[f r J) (k

rn
r)dr]

o

2 2 2 w 2
k
rn

+ k
xn

= k = (7E)

(3)

J
o
(k

rn
R) = 0 k

rn
R = (0, 3.832, 7.016,...) for n = (0,1,2,...)
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Fig. 2.3. The geometry for analyzing a two dimensional
velocity boundary condition in a closed rigid
wall tube
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was found using standard methods of linear acoustics in ducts,

[11,12]. The fluid pressure, velocity and density may be calculated

using:

,
P'(r,x,t) = -p

at

at

V(r,x,t) = N(r,x,t)

pi(r,x,t) p at

B 8t
(r,x,t)

respectively.

Now, examine the terms in (3). Since J0(0) = 0, the n = 0 term

has no radial dependence. For

< -
7.663c

(7)

where w0 is called the cutoff frequency, the values of kxn are imagi-

nary for the n > 0 terms. Using imaginary values of kxn in (3), the

magnitudes of the n > 0 terms drop off exponentially with distance

from the 2D boundary. The remaining problem is to show that the

magnitudes of these terms are sufficiently small that they may be

dropped.

For the case of w < wc, (3) may be used to find the length from

the 2D boundary, L', and frequency, w, at which the n = 1 term has

dropped off by 95%:

/ w
kL' (1-3S-)" - 1 > 3.688 (8)

Since the n > 1 terms drop off faster than the n = 1 term, use of (8)

will cover all the terms with radial dependence.

Using the values in Table 2.1., we = 878 khz. Similarly, (8)

with L' equal to the horn length, indicates that below 860 khz the

n > 0 terms will have dropped off by 95% at the closed end. Since

860 hz is approximately 40 times the characteristic ink-jet printhead
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operating frequency, 2D effects are confined to regions very close to

the ends of the horn region.

The conclusion is that only a 1D formulation of the wave equa-

tion is required in the horn region. It may be easily shown that the

magnitude of the n = 0 term in (3) is equal to the radially averaged

value of the 2D BC shown on Fig. 2.3.

2.4.2 Piezoelectric Driver

Development of a piezoelectric driver model was not a part of

this work. However, there are results of the analysis in §2.4.1

which are useful for driver modeling and design. Since only the

average displacement of the driver is important, analysis may be

performed using a flat plate with an equivalent volumetric displace-

ment. Furthermore, the fluid mechanics of ink-jet printheads are

fundamentally the same regardless of the mechanical method to move

fluid down the horn chamber.

2.4.3 Fluid/Structure Interactions

Fluid/structure interactions were analyzed because of the high

frequencies present in an ink-jet printhead and the high value of the

fluid bulk modulus. Two fluid/structure interactions were consid-

ered. A plate/fluid interaction occurs when the fluid interacts with

the plates at the ends of the horn chamber. A cylinder/fluid inter-

actions occurs between the walls of the horn chamber and the fluid.

First consider the analysis of a fluid/plate interaction.

Assume no energy loss at the fluid/plate interface so that energy

incident of the plate is either reflected back into the fluid or

transmitted through the plate. Define the transmission coefficient,

a, as:

a : <
Energy transmitted through plate

Energy incident on plate (9)

where the brackets, < >, denote a time average. To estimate a assume

plane monochromatic waves in the fluid in which case:



<P'(x,t)V(x,t)>
a r t

L<P'(x,t)V(x,t)>
i

plate
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(10)

where the subscripts t and i denote transmitted and incident; P' and

V are fluid pressure and velocity evaluated at the plate surface.

Since the plate wave number times plate thickness is much less

than one, plate thickness is not important. Thus the problem con-

sidered, Fig. 2.4, consists of a zero thickness plate characterized

by a stiffness and mass per unit area of m' and k'; where k' is an

average bending stiffness. There are fluids on both sides of the

plate denoted by subscripts 1 and 2.

The pressure fields in fluids 1 and 2 are:

P'(x
' 1

= P!e
i(kx-wt) -i(kx+wt)

+ P'e
1

P2(x
'

t) = Pfe
i(kx-wt)

where PI, P.;., and 11 are the magnitudes of the incident, reflected

and transmitted pressures. By using (10) and (11), a may be written

as:

(pc)1 Pt

a =
(pc)

2 i
P' PI)

(12)

where - denotes complex conjugate.

To determine Pt /Pi, velocity continuity at the plate/fluid in-

terface and Newton's second law applied to the plate were used. The

end result is:

(pc)1 /(pc)2
a =

1+(pc)
1
/(pc)

2
)

2
( w

m'
((-2&)

2
1))

2

2 2(pc)2

(13)

where k' /m' has been replaced by the coincidence frequency, wpc,

squared. The coincidence frequency is the natural frequency for a

plate vibrating with fluid loading.
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REGION 2

Fig. 2.4. A lumped plate model subjected to a monochromatic
pressure field for transmission coefficient
calculation
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For a typical printhead, fluid 1 is water and fluid 2 is air and

it is easily shown that:

4
a < m 1.5x10

-4

(Pc)
1
/(Pc)

2

( 14)

For the case where fluids 1 and 2 are both water (this occurs in

printheads which employ a double orifice configuration) (13) reduces

to:

a
1

(15)
(wm' ulas.12

-
1))2

.f:)c " w )

The coincidence frequency for a metal plate in water is given by Ross

[13] as:

w
pc

= 1728/t
rad

s (16)

where t is plate thickness in meters. Using (15) and (16) a m 10-5

for the case where fluids 1 and 2 are water. Thus for both cases of

interest in printhead operation, the plate will act as a rigid

reflector.

Next, the fluid/cylinder interaction will be examined following

methods used in water hammer analysis [14]. The idea is that both

the fluid and the cylinder act as springs and thus the question is to

determine their relative stiffness.

Define a compressibility factor, y as:

1 1 AV
7 = -V AP

where V is horn volume and P is pressure. Rewrite (17) as:

1 1 ,AV1 AV=-
Y V AP AP

fluid compression wall deformation
)

(17)

(18)



From the definition of fluid bulk modulus, a:

AV
AP

V

fluid compression a

The volume change due to wall deformation is given by:

=
IT

AVI AL +
D
2

27DL
wall deformation 4 4

AD

ITD
2
L e

1

+ 2e
2
)

4
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(19)

(20)

where El is longitudinal strain and E2 is hoop strain.

Using simple pressure vessel theory with 2D elasticity stress/

strain equations yields:

APD
e
1 4Ee

= (1-2vs)

APD
2 4Ee

(2-v )

Combining (20) and (21) yields:

AV

AP
wall deformation

VD 5

vs )

Combining (18), (19), and (22) yields:

B

1 +
81)(5/4 -vs)

Ee
Equation (23) is valid for e/D < 0.1 and the horn chamber free

to expand. The results for e/D > 0.1 and/or physical constraints on

the expansion may be written in the form:

(21)

(22)

(23)

B

BD
1 +

Ee

Where C is determined by e/D, the constraint and Poisson's ratio.

(24)

Values of C for a number of cases are presented by Wylie and Streeter

[14]. In all cases, C is of the order of 1.
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From (17) and (24) it is seen that the physical effect of wall

elasticity may be represented as a decrease in effective fluid bulk

modulus. Furthermore, (24) may be used to determine when wall elas-

ticity effects should be included. Letting C = 1 in (24), the horn

chamber wall can be considered rigid (i.e., less than a 5% change in

wave speed; C = 8/p) for e/D > 0.1.

2.4.4 The Orifice Region

The method for modeling the orifice region is to treat it as a

BC for a solution to the wave equation in the horn region. In this

section appropriate values of the orifice BC are discussed and in

§2.5 a coupled solution for the horn chamber and orifice is pre-

sented.

The problem of sinusoidally oscillating zero mean flow through

an orifice has been extensively studied in connection with muffler

design, sound damping and other problems in acoustics [10,15-18].

Results are typically presented as a relationship between pressure

across an orifice and the volume velocity through the orifice called

the orifice impedance, zo, defined as:

R - iX
P1(t) - P2(t)

z
o

=
A
o

A0v0(t)
(25)

for the geometry shown in Fig. 2.5. Pi(t) is a complex monochromatic

sinusoidal pressure with magnitude Pi. volt) is the complex funda-

mental harmonic component of the fluid velocity through the orifice

with magnitude vo. 1;'(t) is the complex fundamental harmonic com-

ponent of pressure at 2 with magnitude P. The real and imaginary

parts of orifice impedance as defined by (24) are called the resis-

tance, R, and the reactance, X. In (25) impedance is written as

zo = (R-iX)/Ao. One should note that the sign on iX depends on the

way that the solution to the wave equation is written. The minus

sign is consistent with a solution of the form, 0(x,t) = f(x)e -iwt.
Y

which is used here. The plus sign would be used for a solution of

the form, 0(x,t) = f(x)e+iwt .
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Fig. 2.5. Geometry for orifice impedance definition
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The impedance approach derives from the idea that the fluid mo-

tion through the orifice is analogous to that of a vibrating piston.

In this way the complicated fluid dynamics are lumped into a one

degree of freedom model and the orifice is characterized by a mass

and damping term. The mass term, embodied in the reactance, contains

contributions from the fluid within the orifice and the fluid in the

near field of the orifice (added mass). The damping term, or resist-

ance, is primarily due to viscous losses in the near field of the

orifice and contains a lesser contribution from losses within the

orifice.

Typical curves for R, X, and zo are presented in Fig. 2.6 as a

function of vo. At low values of vo the curves approach a region

where X and zo are not dependent on vo, called the linear region.

However, R, X, and zo usually depend on vo and in this case these

parameters are in the nonlinear range. This nomenclature is used

because when an impedance BC is formulated for a problem, the BC will

be nonlinear (linear) when vo is in the nonlinear (linear) region.

This is discussed further in §2.5.3.

Semi-theoretical predictions of R and X have been presented and

validated for the linear regime. The model uses a combination of

Crandall's [19] solution for oscillating fluid flow in an infinite

length tube, a theoretical correction to X for end effects [20] and

an empirical correction to R for end effects.

Thus, in the linear regime zo is given by:

z
ipw(to+ 6)

A0(1
3

1
(i

3/2
S
o
)

2 )

Jo(i
3/2

So)
i3/2S0)

where 6 is an end correction. If So < 1 (26) will reduce to:

8pw(t
o
+ S)

1 , 4
z -
o A 2 3

- i PW(t
o
+ 0)

o S
0

(26)

(27)
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Fig. 2.6. Orifice impedance, resistance, and reactance as
a function of the orifice velocity magnitude, v
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and if S
o > 10, (26) will reduce to:

1
z
o

=
X-

(t
o
+ d) - ipw(t

o
(S))

:

The end correction for reactance,

28

(28)

8d
0 fl 0.85 do (29)

is equal to twice the added mass due to fluid loading for the classi-

cal problem of a piston vibrating in an infinite wall. The end cor-

rection for the resistance has been experimentally determined to also

be given by (29) even though there is no obvious physical explana-

tion, [15,21].

In the nonlinear impedance regions, values of R and d are found

experimentally. The typical form is:

1
z
o A

= [R(vo) - ipw(t + (S(v ))]
0

o o
(30)

where R and S are functions of orifice velocity magnitude, vo.

References previously cited and others cited therein contain a

large pool of data. However, most of the data is presented in a

dimensional form and there is some lack of agreement between refer-

ences. Panton and Goldman [10], present an excellent dimensional

analysis study of orifice impedance and nondimensionalize and corre-

late data from a number of references for the case of t
o
/d

o
< 0.1.

It should also be mentioned that there are fluid dynamics based ana-

lytical models which predict impedance, see for example Hersh and

Rogers [17].

2.4.5 Viscous Effects in the Horn Region

Tijdeman [22], in an excellent review article, presents a solu-

tion for the fluid dynamics of oscillating zero mean flow in a long

tube. This solution is equivalent to solving the wave equation, (1),

in a duct with viscous and thermal transport properties included.
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Since end effects were shown to be confined to the near field of the

ends of the horn chamber in §2.4.1, Tijdeman's solution may be used

to examine effects of viscosity in the horn region. It is shown in

[22] that when:

and

K =
wD

<< 1
2c

(31)

K/S << 1 (32)

P'(r,x,t) is given by:

-iwtP'(r,x,t)
- (Ae

rkx
+ Be

-rkx
)e

P

and V(r,x,t) is given by:

V(r,x,t) ir .

Jo(i3/2Sr/R)
[Ae

rkx
- Be

-rkx
]

c y 3/2

jo" S)

where the propagation constant, r, is given by:

with

ic (i3/2s,

r=
)

J
(i3/2

S)
n

.3/2

1
J
2
(1 aS)

n = [1 + Y
-1

Y To(i3/2aS)

(33)

(34)

(35)

where y is the specific heat ratio and a is the square root of the

Prandtl number.

From (33) and (34) viscosity introduces 2D effects into the

velocity profile given in (34) and produces an attenuation with dis-
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tance determined by the value of r. Velocity profiles as a function

S are presented in Fig. 2.7. Plots of r(S), presented in [25], show

that above S c. 7, r = i, the unattenuated case.

Because S tt 350, it may be concluded that viscosity will have

little influence on the fluid dynamics in the horn region. An

exception is for frequencies near resonance in the horn region,

wn = nn /2L, damping mechanisms are quite important in determining

system behavior.

2.5 A System Model

2.5.1 The Piston Driven Helmholtz Resonator

Based on the analysis presented in §2.4, the following assump-

tions were made with regards to modeling an ink-jet printhead.

(i) The structural materials including the orifice plate

will act a rigid reflectors. There will be no coupled

fluid/structure interactions.

(ii) The 1D linear wave equation is valid in the horn region.

(iii) The orifice may be treated as a boundary condition using

the impedance concept.

(iv) The piezoelectric crystal may be modeled as a flat pis-

ton with a displacement equal to the radially averaged

value of the actual device.

(v) Fluid thermal and momentum transport coefficients are

zero in the horn region.

With these assumptions, the model of the printhead, Fig. 2.8,

can be viewed equivalently as an ink-jet printhead or as a piston

driven Helmholtz resonator. The problem to be solved may be formu-

lated as:

solve:

a
2
cl(x,t) 2 a

2
t(x,t)

- c = 0

at
2

ax
2

(36)
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Fig. 2.7. Axial velocity profiles in a long tube as a
function of shear wave number, S
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s(t)=se-1(41t -if/2)

Fig. 2.8. A piston driven Helmholtz resonator subjected
to monochromatic input
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subject to:

00(x = -L,t)
s(t) = wse

-iwt
ax

1"(x=0,t)
V(x =0,t)A

a0(x=0,t)
at

A
agx=0 t) = z

o

ax

The solution to (36) is:

,
t(x,t) = a(e

ikx
+ be

-ikx
) e

-iwt
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(37)

(38)

(39)

Applying BCs (37) and (38) to (39) to solve for constants a and

b, and using (4) and (5) yields:

2

(cos(kx) + i sin(kx))

V(x,t) = ws
z

(cos(kL) - i --z2- sin(kL))

z

(sin(kx) - i cos(kx))

P'(x,t) = ipcws
z

(cos(kL) - i sin(kL))

(40)

(41)

where Z = pc/A is the characteristic fluid impedance.

Equations (40) and (41) are the desired result, the solution to

the pressure field in a piston driven Helmholtz resonator. There are

a number of important comments about these equations.

In the usual case when orifice impedance, zo, is a function of

the orifice velocity (nonlinear), (40) and (41) must be solved itera-

tively. Panton and Goldman [10] present a good summary of thin ori-

fice impedance data taken with systems using air, water, and oil as

the working fluids. For orifices with to/do > 0.1, data in the lit-

erature is more difficult to find.

The impedance ratio, (sinkL)zo/Z = kLzo/Z, governs the inter-

actions of the orifice with the horn region. When it is sufficiently

large, the fluid in the horn region behaves as if the orifice was not



present and (40) and (41) reduce to (42) and (43), the

governing the fluid motion in a closed tube, Tempkins

-cos sin(kx)

equations

[11].
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(42)

(43)

(44)

V(x,t) e
sin(kL)

ipcws cos(kx) -iwt
P'(x,t) - e

sin(kL)

If z o is taken to be purely reactive:

-ipw(to+ 6)
z

o A

the usual formula for the natural frequency of a Helmholz resonator

can be recovered from (40) or (41).

Ao

wh c (t
o
+ 6)AL

(45)

When z0 contains a resistive component, R, (45) still provides a good

estimate of w
1.1*

Also note that (42) and (43) may be used to derive closed tube

natural frequencies at:

nirc

n
-

L
(46)

In many cases at the frequencies given by (46), kLz0 /Z is sufficient-

ly large such that the resonator is behaving like a closed tube and

(46) provides good estimates of the resonator's higher natural fre-

quencies.

The derivation of (40) and (41) was done using a BC of known

piston displacement-vs-time. It could also have been solved using a

BC of a known force (or voltage with appropriate transfer function)

applied to a piston modeled as a mass, spring and damper. In this

case an additional parameter, the mechanical impedance of the piston

divided by the horn impedance would appear. In this way the desired

impedance match of the driver could be modeled.
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2.5.2 Application to Ink-jet Printheads

If surface tension effects are introduced, what is the validity

of the previous analysis? The approach used to answer this question

was to include surface tension effects as a stiffness parameter modi-

fying the orifice characteristics. Thus let zo be given by:

1 fn Jv 1 nZ = --kA ) (a 4. it.S
o Ao s s

A
s (J3

pw(to+ a))) (47)

where k
s is the stiffness/area due to surface tension effects. The

subscript s is is used to denote that the usual values of a and R

would change due to the surface tension boundary.

When the same fluid is on both sides of the orifice a and R are

due to end effects with an approximately equal contribution from each

side of the orifice. Thus let:

and

R
s

= R/2

as = a/2

(48)

(49)

To estimate ks, assume drops develop with equal principle radii

of curvature as shown in Fig. 2.9. Then,

k
s 2

xd+ do
2
/4

(50)

where t is surface tension. Using (47) and (50), the ratio of stiff-

ness to mass characteristics may be calculated:

stiffness
mass

(x
2
+ d

o
/4)w

2
p(t 0+ 6/2)

(51)

For xd 0, this ratio is 0.17. Thus, surface tension effects are of

the same order of magnitude as the mass and damping effects intro-
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Fig. 2.9. Geometry for drop development
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duced by the orifice. The use of (40) and (41) with an analytical

estimate of ks should be reasonable.

2.5.3 A Simple Analogy

A simple mechanical analogy of an ink-jet printhead is presented

in Fig. 2.10. The relationships of the analogy are presented in

Table 2.3.

The fluid in the horn region, represented by the elastic

element, has only the attribute of stiffness. M represents the ori-

fice's mass characteristic associated with the acceleration of fluid

in and near the orifice. The damping, C, represents the energy

losses created by the flow oscillating through the orifice. The

stiffness, K, is due to surface tension effects.

The impedance mismatch of §2.5.1 occurs when M and C are so

large that they appear as a rigid wall to the elastic element.

The question of whether the elasticity of the elastic element

needs to be incorporated into the model (does the fluid need to be

modeled as compressible?) depends of the relationship of w to wn; and

on the values of M, C, and K relative to the elastic element's pro-

perties. For an ink-jet, most of the compressibility is due to the

later.

Equation (40) or (41) can be used to determine if the elastic

element can be modeled as rigid, as a 1-degree-of-freedom system or

using a partial differential equation. Of course, (39) and (40) are

a representation of the later of these choices and thus will reduce

to the simpler cases when they apply.

2.5.4 Design of an Ink-Jet Printhead

In this section an example ink-jet printhead design is developed

using the information from §2.5.1-§2.5.3. It is stressed that the

intent is to describe a way to think about ink-jet printhead design

and many details were not included.

The objective was to design an ink-jet printhead to produce

70 um drops at a maximum repetition rate of 4000 drops/s. A print-

head geometry similar to that shown in Fig. 2.1 was selected. Since
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Table 2.3. Mechanical, electrical, and acoustic analogies.

Mechanical Electrical Orifice
Analogy Analogy Analogy

Position Charge Particle position*area = y(t)

Velocity Current Volume velocity = vo(t)A0

Mass Inductance Mass/area2 = pto/Ao = X/(wA0)

Damping Resistance Damping/area2 = R/Ao

Force Voltage Pressure = P'

Stiffness Inverse Stiffness/area2

Capacitance
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the mode shape of the piezoelectric driver was not important, the

driver was conceptualized as a piston with an equivalent volumetric

displacement. To simplify matters, no refill mechanism was included.

The ink fluid properties were assumed to be those of water.

From a design standpoint, the interest was in producing a given

fluid displacement-vs-time out the orifice. In other words, design

to control when and how much fluid comes out the orifice. The idea

underlying the design process was to make the mass, M, of Fig. 2.10

move in a desired fashion.

An orifice volumetric fluid displacement as a function of time,

y(t), Fig. 2.11, was selected as the design waveform. Note that a

different waveform could have been selected without any real change

in the approach. The characteristic time for y(t) is T = 83 us,

corresponding to a frequency of 12 khz. The magnitude, ym, of y(t)

mcorresponds to the volume of one drop, ym = 4nrd/3 = 1.80x10-13 m3.

To analyze a printhead capable of producing the Fig. 2.11 out-

put, a solution method for non-monochromatic input was required. One

method examined was the use of superposition with the §2.5.1 mono-

chromatic solution. However, there were two significant problems.

First, how is superposition used with (40) and (41)? Second, if

superposition would work, what about the nonlinear orifice impedance

BC?

To use superposition, it was necessary to slightly alter the

formulation given in (36)-(38). In particular let zo be given by

(47) and then if the BC given by (38) is written as:

R
s at ks ft at

+ +
p(

:0

+0

:::t A
o ax A

o
ax A at -

dt = - MI
(x=0,t) (52)

superposition will work, provided (52) is linear. However, in the

regions of interest, zo is nonlinear and consequently R and d are

functions of vo
. From (50) it is seen that ks also introduces non-

linearities.
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The set of equations to be solved is (36), (37), and (52). They

may be solved numerically or by linearizing (52) and using superposi-

tion. Unfortunately, no general approach to linearizing (52) was

found. Furthermore, a numerical solution was not selected because it

would tend to obscure some of the important physics. Instead, the

following approach was developed.

From Fig. 2.10 it is seen that the ink-jet printhead may be con-

ceptualized as a spring-mass-damper system. Equation (41) may be

used to determine that when:

Icos(kx)zo/ZI >> Isin(kx)1 for -L t x 4 0 (53)

pressure in the horn chamber does not depend on axial position, x.

In this case a lumped formulation for the horn chamber may be used in

modeling the ink-jet printhead.

Assuming that (53) would apply to the final design, an ordinary

differential equation was formulated for the printhead. This was

derived using a force balance on the fluid in the orifice together

with the continuity equation and the definition of 3. As a check it

was also derived using (25) and (40). The result is:

My(t) + (Rs/A0);(t) + (ks+ kh)y(t) = khx(t) (54)

where:

y(t) = orifice fluid volumetric displacement

x(t) = piston volumetric displacement = As(t)

M = mass term = p(t0+6s)/A0

R
s

= damping term modified for liquid/air boundary

k rs
= stiffness due to surface tension per unit orifice area

2

k
h

= stiffness due to fluid in horn chamber = pc 2/L A

Equation (54) is still nonlinear, but it is easier to solve than the

previous case and it is much easier to place a physical significance

on each of the terms. The nonlinear terms are of the form

ks = ks(y(t)), R = R(}7(t)) and 6 = 6( -(t)). However, only R was used

in its nonlinear form. While use of the other terms in their non-
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linear forms would be the most accurate, the added complexity would

not add any additional insight into the physics.

ks was fixed by setting xd = dohTin (50). To determine 6 and

R, the data correlated by Panton and Goldman [10] was used. The data

from [10] is valid for the case of to/do 4 0.1 but was used due to a

lack of data for t
o/do > 0.1. Correcting for the surface tension BC

using (49), a fixed value of 6s was used such that 6s/0.85do = 0.4.

Similarly using (48) with curves presented in [10] yielded an equa-

tion for R as a function of vo . It was assumed that damping was

proportional to velocity magnitude and then using (48) an equation

for R
s

could be written as:

0.87 1.
R - 2 PlY(01/A0 (55)

Using (55) and nondimensionlizing (54) with t* = wt, y* = y/ym,

x* = x/ym yields:

where

y* +
tuo i

+ (w
o
/w)

2
y* =

h 2
x*.0

0.87 pymw

A2 M(k + kh)

w
h

= /F-7-171

+ k
s h

w
o

=

(56)

which is the desired result.

From (56) it is seen that for the case of interest an ink-jet

printhead is completely characterized by three dimensionless groups;

which are a damping factor and two natural frequency ratios. By

varying the values of the groups it is possible to design the print-

head to produce any reasonable output.
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The procedure folowed was to develop a fourth order Runge-Kutta

numerical solution to (56) and perform parametric studies to get a

feel for a desirable printhead design in terms of the three dimen-

sionless groups. Four typical parametric study cases are shown on

Fig. 2.12. The results of the parametric studies were that an ink-

jet printhead should be designed with a value of wo/w > 1.3 and

0.8. As w
o
/(1) increases, the required damping ratio will

decrease.

An additional important conclusion from the parametric studies

was that one could think about the design in terms of a linear system

with constant parameters. In other words, one could examine the Bode

diagrams for a single degree of freedom spring/mass/damper system

[23], and select values of the frequency ratio and the damping factor

and come reasonable close to a good design.

The final design was produced by solving (56) numerically using

a fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm. The relationship between x(t),

y(t), and Y(t) is shown on Fig. 2.13. The printhead geometry is

cylindrical with dimensions of L = 2200 um, D = 2000 um, do = 39 um

and to = 13 pm. The maximum fluid volumetric displacement out the

orifice is 1.80x10
-13 m3 and the maximum driver volumetric displace-

ment is 1.86x10 -13 m3 . It is seen that the output, y(t), is reason-

able close to the desired output shown on Fig. 2.11. The ringing

shown could be reduced further by adding damping to the horn chamber.

It may be noted that the Fig. 2.12d design has better perform-

ance than the final design. The reason the final design was selected

was its larger geometry as compared with that used for the Fig. 2.12d

curves. This illustrates a fundamental limitation on ink-jet print-

head design: For a given drop size, increasing the speed/performance

of the printhead requires a decrease in the horn chamber size. Con-

versely, increasing speed/performance can be achieved by decreasing

the orifice/drop diameter.

Finally, as previously mentioned, a mechanism for horn refill

was not included in any of the analyses presented in this chapter.

It would seem appropriate to discuss the influence of neglecting horn

refill. In a physical sense, the fluid dynamics in a printhead horn
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Fig. 2.12. Example performance curves for parametric study cases:
(a) w

o
/w = 0.39, w

h
/w = 0.24, C = 0.74

(b) w
o
/w = 0.80, w

h
/w = 0.63, = 0.90

(c) w
0
/w = 1.36, w /w = 1.27, C = 0.53

(d) w
o
/w = 4.37, w

h
/w = 4.33, = 0.25

The dimensional variables are:
(a) D = 4000 pm, L = 30000 pm, do = 60 pm, to = 22.5 pm

(b) D = 300C pm, L = 6000 pm, do = 45 pm, to = 15 pm

(c) D = 3000 pm, L = 1500 pm, do = 45 pm, to = 15 pm

(d) D = 1000 pm, L = 1000 pm, do = 39 pm, to = 13 pm
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chamber is separate from that in the orifice region. Thus, the re-

fill port will effect the operation of a printhead by (i) influencing

the horn characteristics by the addition of a damping term, a mass

term, and perhaps a stiffness term (i.e., an impedance) to the horn's

stiffness characteristic and by (ii) adding another degree of freedom

(fluid volumetric displacement out the refill port) to the system.

While the analysis to incorporate these effecs was not performed, it

would appear that some of the physical interpretations and methods

presented would be useful for such an analysis.

2.6 Conclusions

A simple model of an ink-jet printhead has been developed to-

gether with a simple mechanical analogy, Fig. 2.10. In the devel-

opment of this model it was shown that the ink-jet printhead may be

viewed as piston driven Helmholtz resonator. The use of a mechanical

analogy of an ink-jet printhead and/or a Helmholtz resonator is real-

ly nothing new. However, since the analysis presented in support of

this approach is traceable to the fundamental governing equations,

the applicability of the model may be determined for a wide variety

of cases. In addition, the analysis provides a good set of tools for

analyzing more complicated geometries and/or operating conditions.

It was shown how the simple model developed from the analysis

could be used for an ink-jet printhead design. Ink-jet printhead

operating characteristics are primarily a function of the damping

introduced by the orifice and the ratio of the Helmholtz natural

frequency to the printhead characteristic driving frequency.

The analysis also provided other useful information. The only

mode of fluid/structure interaction in an ink-jet printhead likely to

become important is that between the fluid and the horn chamber wall.

For e/D > 0.1, this effect is not important; below this value it can

be accounted for by modifying kL.

With regards to the design of the driving element of an ink-jet

printhead, the only variable influencing the internal fluid mechanics

is volumetric displacement. For analysis purposes, there is no rea-

son or benefit to a 2D model of the driver (unless required to cor-
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rectly predict volumetric displacement). Similarly, except for the

near field of the orifice, there is no reason or benefit to a 2D

fluid model.

A dimensional analysis of a simplified ink-jet printhead has

been performed. The dimensionless groups were treated separately in

different regions of the printhead to reflect the differences in the

physics. The analysis performed allowed the effects of the dimen-

sionless groups to be determined. The fluid mechanics in the horn

chamber are governed by kL and L/D. In addition P'/8 becomes impor-

tant as it approaches a large value and S becomes important as it

approaches a small value. The fluid mechanics in the orifice region

are governed primarily by v0/47 and to/do with a weak influence by

So. The coupling between the fluid dynamics in the orifice region

and the horn chamber is contained in a single group, the horn/orifice

impedance ratio written as kLzo/Z.

For an experimental study, proper scaling may be achieved by

matching the important dimensionless groups presented in the previous

paragraph. However, it is important to note that since the physics

in the different region of the printhead are independent, a study of

a specific part of an ink-jet printhead need not match all the

groups. For example, a study of orifice impedance does not require

matching the groups governing fluid mechanics in the horn region.

Since accurate values of orifice impedance, zo, are the key to

the usefulness of the methods presented; measurement of this param-

eter would appear to be the most important goal of an experimental

project.
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CHAPTER 3

DYNAMIC CALIBRATION OF A CONSTANT TEMPERATURE HOT WIRE

ANEMOMETER IN A ZERO MEAN OSCILLATING FLOW

3.1 Introduction

The constant temperature hot wire anemometer has been well es-

tablished as an instrument for measuring steady laminar and turbulent

flows. This project arose from a need to measure a reversing flow

which has a sinusoidal time behavior, Fig. 3.1a. It was initially

thought that a static calibration would be adequate to interpret the

anemometer voltage signal but this was not the case. Figure 3.1b

shows three bridge voltages signals corresponding to three values of

velocity. The minimum voltage, which correlates with flow reversal,

would be the same for all three cases if a static calibration was

valid. Coupled with other interpretation problems, a need to estab-

lish the relationship of bridge voltage to dynamic fluid velocity was

identified.

The approach developed was to design an apparatus to produce a

sinusoidal flow field, Fig. 3.1a, with known magnitude and phase. By

inserting a hot wire probe into this flow field a relationship be-

tween fluid velocity and bridge voltage was found. Results are pre-

sented for frequencies of 25, 45, and 70 hz and amplitudes from 0.03

m/s to 4 m/s. It was determined that (i) the static calibration was

reasonably accurate for predicting the maximum amplitude of the

velocity and that (ii) the static calibration was not accurate for

determining the phase of the velocity or for interpreting the veloc-

ity around the points of flow reversal.

There are a number of studies on the dynamic calibration of hot

wire systems with application to turbulence measurements. In these

studies, the procedure was to produce a steady flow plus a small

sinusoidal component by mechanically oscillating the hot wire probe

in a steady flow. What is of interest is to compare the slope of the

static calibration curve, DU/av (U = bridge voltage, v = velocity

amplitude), with that estimated from the dynamic calibration proce-
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dure. While the earlier studies [24,25] indicate that there is a

difference obtained by dynamic calibration, more recent work has con-

tradicted this finding [26,27]. No studies involving the measurement

of a zero mean oscillating flow were found.

3.2 Analysis and Design of the Test Section

Consider the orifice backed cylinder, Fig. 3.2, driven by sinu-

soidal piston motion. Analysis is presented to establish the range

of parameters such that the flow is incompressible within the cylin-

der and the velocity profile is relatively flat across the orifice.

In this case a measurement of piston position, s(t), can be used to

determine the fluid velocity at the orifice center. Since the hot

wire probe was located at the orifice center, this allowed a correla-

tion between the anemometer bridge voltage and fluid velocity. In

addition, as an independent check on the analysis, a method was de-

veloped to use measured pressure to calculate the error introduced by

neglecting compressibility effects.

3.2.1 Design for Incompressible Flow

Assume that within the cylinder, Fig. 3.2, the following condi-

tions are satisfied,

P' << a

p' << p

(1)

Then if tube shear wave number is above = 10, viscosity effects

may be neglected. In addition if the cylinder length and diameter

are such that:

where

w

ktqlia)" - 1 > 3.688 (2)

w
c
= 7.663c/D
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the fluid velocity field will have no radial dependence; except in

the near field of the orifice (m 2-3 orifice diameters). Since (2)

holds for the analysis and data reported here, the velocity profile

derived in Chapter 2 is valid:

z

(cos(kx)
. o

sin(kx))
V(x,t) = ws

z
o

(cos(kL) - i 2 sin(kL))

53

( 3)

where V(x,t) = fluid velocity in the cylinder, zo is orifice imped-

ance and Z is the characteristic impedance for the fluid in the cyl-

inder.

Define a as the ratio of orifice volume velocity to piston swept

volume. Piston swept volume is given by:

A;(t) = Awse-iwt (4)

Then, letting the orifice volume velocity equal AV(x=0,t), and using

(3) and (4), a may be written as:

where

1-r
a

e
-ikL

- re
ikL

zo/Z -
1

zo/z + 1

(5)

For incompressible flow, a = 1. Compressibility effects cause a

to become complex with a magnitude not equal to one. To design the

test section, values of a were calculated as a function of to, do,

vo, D, L and w. Values of zo were taken from curve fits of the im-

pedance data correlated by Panton and Goldman [28]. While this data

is only correlated in the range of to/do 4 0.1, it was adequate out-

side this range for the objective of this analysis. A typical set of

design curves are shown in Fig. 3.3.
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3.2.2 Orifice Design

Using (5) it was possible to design the test section such that

the compressibility error was below some specified value, say 2%.

The idea of the orifice design was to produce a flat velocity profile

across the orifice. In this case, the velocity at the hot wire probe

location will be close to the average fluid velocity in the orifice.

Using continuity and neglecting compressibility error, the velocity

at the location of the hot wire probe can be written as:

where

v (t) = v (r=0,x=t
o
/2,t) = y

A- wse -iwt

c o A
o

Y

v
o
(r=0,x=t

o
/2,t) vc

volt)
v
o

(6)

(7)

where y is a parameter indicating the "flatness" of the velocity pro-

file, and v0(t) is a radially averaged velocity in the orifice.

The procedure followed was to design the orifice to yield y tt 1

but without introducing an unacceptable compressibility error. An

estimation of y was made in the following way.

If the orifice thickness is large enough, the problem has been

solved and it can be shown that y takes a value near one. Thus duct

acoustics was used to determine the orifice thickness for which the

long tube theory applies. This problem can be formulated using

superposition as two problems of the form, solve:

2
D t

c2V2O = 0
at

2

subject to:

at(r=0,x,t) = M (r,x=t
o' 3r

11
3r ax

(r=r
o
,x,t) = 0

Dt
(r,x=0,t) = f(r)e

-iwt

3x

(8)



for the orifice given in Fig. 3.4. vo(x,r,t) may be recovered by

evaluating the gradient of the velocity potential, $(x,r,t). The

solution to (8) is given in Chapter 2 as:

where:

a

co cos(k
nx

(x - t
o
))

.1)(r,x,t) =

n 0
anJo (k

rn
r)

sin(knx
t
o

)
=

[ f ° rf(r)J0(krnr)dr]

k [ f rJ2(k r)dr]
xn o rn

2 2 , ,

k
rn

+ k
xn

= k
2

= (w /c)2

k
rn

r
o
= (0,3.832,7.016,...) J (k r ) = 0 for n = (0,1,2,...)

o rn o

For the case of krn x> k; k_o = k and kxn is imaginary. Thus let:

where:

k
xn

= ip
n

for n = 1, 2,...

pn
V2
k
rn

-

Using (10) and expanding (9) yields:

56

(9)

(10)
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T cosk(x-to) cosh(pi(x-to))
4D(r,x,t) ia1J0(3.83r/r0) (11)k sin(kto) sinh(pito)

c°sh(P2(x-to))ia2J0(7.02 r/r
o

)
sinh(p2t0)

where f = radially averaged value of f(r).

In (11), the n = 0 term has no radial dependence and the n > 0

terms drop off exponentially with x. Since the n = 1 term drops the

most slowly, when it has vanished there will be no radial dependence.

From (11) the magnitude of the n=1 term at the orifice midplane

divided by its magnitude at the orifice inlet may be calculated:

(1)(r,x=t
o
/2,t)

n=I
cosh(p

I
t
o
/2) -p

I
t
o
/2

=
(1)(r,x=0,t)

n=1
cosh(p t )

e

1 o
(12)

As an example, using orifice geometry values from the final design in

(12), yields a value of 0.022. Equal contributions of 0.022 from

both sides of the orifice are assumed (i.e., superposition). Then,

it can be estimated that the terms with radial dependence at the

inlet/exit of the orifice have dropped in magnitude by greater than

95% by the axial midplane of the orifice. Now, the long tube theory

velocity profile can be used to determine i. From Tijdeman [29],

this velocity profile is:

.3/2
J0(1 S r/r )

vo(r,x,t) = g(x,r')(1
3/2o

o

J0(i So)

(13)

where g(r',x) is given in [29] and So is the shear wave number for

the orifice. Radially averaging (13) and using (7) leads to:
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J0(i
3/2

S0) - 1

Y (14)
. /IJ0(1 3/2 -§so) + (1 +i)J1(i

3/2
so)

0

Values of y from (14) are presented on Fig. 3.5. Velocity profiles

from (13) are presented on Fig. 3.6. It is seen that long tube

theory applied to an orifice indictes that above So m 10 the velocity

profile is relatively flat across the orifice.

3.2.3 An Experimental Check

The objective of this section is to derive a method to experi-

mentally estimate the compressibility error without relying on the

§3.2.1 analysis. Because kL << it within the test section,density did

not depend on axial position, p'(x,t) = p'(t). Applying conservation

of mass to a control volume consisting of the interior of the test

section, Fig. 3.2, yields:

' .
(L + s(t)) A

dp

dt

(t)
+ pv

o
(t)A

o
- ps(t)A = 0 (15)

To eliminate p'(t) in favor of 1"(t), which is measurable, an equa-

tion of state with an isentropic assumption was used:

dp'(t) 1 dP'(t)
dt 2 dt

c

Combining (15) and (16) yields:

v
A

= s(t)(1 e(t))
o A

o

(16)

(17)
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where

L+s(t) dP'(t) /dte -
2 ds(t)/dt

QC

where e F. compressibility error, was estimated using typical data,

Fig. 3.7a, as:

LP'

spc
2
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(18)

Equation (18) was used to experimentally estimate the error intro-

duced by neglecting fluid compressibility.

3.3 Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

The test section which was oriented vertically is shown in Fig.

3.2. An orifice with a 0.79 cm diameter and a 0.79 thickness was

used. The cylinder was fabricated from mild steel with a honed in-

side diameter of 3.15 cm and a wall thickness of 0.46 cm. The effec-

tive tube length which is variable up to 15.8 cm was fixed at 7.5 cm.

A brass piston with a machined outside diameter m 25 pm less

than that of the cylinder, was used. A piston length of 1.27 cm was

used to provide accurate alignment. The piston was connected to the

piston rod with a Aurora spherical bearing which solved the problem

of aligning the piston with the driver. The piston was driven by

mechanically coupling the piston to the paper cone of an 20 cm

woofer-type loudspeaker. A sine wave output from a Tektronix FG 501A

function generator was amplified with a Dynaco mono amplifier to

power the speaker.

Pressure seal in the test section was achieved by using vacuum

pump oil between the piston and tube walls; and 0-rings around the

microphone and under the orifice plate. It was estimated that the

measured leak rate contributed an error of less than 0.004%.

Piston position was measured with a Bently Nevada 7200 series

proximity transducer which has an operating range to 10 khz. Cali-
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bration was performed with a micrometer which has a 2.5 um smallest

division.

Pressure was measured with a 1.3 cm GenRad measuring micro-

phone. Calibration was performed with a GenRad 1986 sound level

calibrator which has a stated accuracy of * 0.35 dB re 20 uPa.

The hot wire probe, TSI 1210-T1.5, consisted of a 3.8 um diam-

eter platinum coated tungsten wire with an active sensing length of

1.27 mm and a total wire length of 1.52 mm. The anemometer bridge

circuit used was a TSI 1050 and 2 VDC were subtracted from the signal

with a TSI 1057 signal conditioner. No filtering was performed. The

probe was operated at 250°C and the system frequency response was

estimated to be 102 khz.

Positioning the the hot wire probe was performed with a three

axis Velmex unislide assembly, which has a stated accuracy of * 125

um/m. The method used for referencing the hot wire probe was to

"eyeball" the probe to the center of the orifice flush with the top

surface. Scribed lines in the orifice plate helped to insure accu-

rate reference and alignment. The estimated error in absolute posi-

tion is * 175 um. In view of the flatness of the velocity profiles

in the orifice, Fig. 3.6, very accurate positioning was not required.

Static calibration of the hot wire probe was performed using a

TSI 1125 calibrator. The stated calibrator accuracy is ± 2% for

velocities from 3 to 300 m/s, * 5% for velocities from 0.15 to 3 m/s

and f 10% for velocities below 0.15 m/s.

Frequency measurements were performed with a Tektronix DC 503A

counter.

The data acquisition system consisted of a Tektronix 7D20 digi-

tizer interfaced via a GPIB to an IBM PC. All voltage signals were

averaged over m 250 cycles to remove random noise in pressure, posi-

tion and velocity and fluctuations (due to flow instabilities and

turbulence) in the velocity channel. This averaging greatly improved

the repeatability of the data and also made it possible to record

data at very low amplitudes. Observations of the unaveraged wave-

forms indicated that the averaging did not remove any significant

amount of information. Voltage and time measurements were recorded
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off the digitizer using cursors, with the PC functioning as a data

storage and display system.

3.4 Experimental Data

The dynamic calibration consisted of (0 measuring piston posi-

tion, s(t), and using (6) and (14) to calculate known velocity pass-

ing by the hot wire, (ii) measuring anemometer bridge voltage and

relating this voltage to the known velocity and (iii) measuring P'(t)

and using (18) to estimate the error in (6) from neglecting fluid

compressibility.

Four typical sets of measured waveforms are shown in Fig. 3.7.

Each set contains an oscilloscope trace of piston position, s(t),

pressure P'(t), and anemometer bridge voltage, U(t). Points A, B, E,

and F are where amplitude and time information were recorded. Points

A and C correspond to the maximum positive (+x direction) and nega-

tive (-x direction) flow velocities out the orifice, respectively.

Points B and D correspond to flow reversals.

The data in Fig. 3.7 span the range of the variables measured

and illustrate qualitative information about the experiment. In Fig.

3.7a, note that the point A is slightly higher than point C; and in

Fig. 3.7b the same effect occurs at the points of flow reversal. One

possible cause is that the outflow velocity is less than the inflow

velocity at the probe location. It has also been noted that the

effect seems to occur in a much more pronounced fashion when a cylin-

drical hot film probe (which has a much larger diameter) was used and

thus could be due to a heat transfer phenomena.

In Figs. 7a and 7b, the pressure data is quite harmonic except

for a little ripple. The ripple is introduced by the piston driver

and is correlated with friction between the piston and the tube

walls. Friction causes the piston driver to deviate slightly from a

monochromatic motion and the frequency content at the Helmholtz natu-

ral frequency of the test section shows up as the ripple in the

pressure signal.

In Figs. 7c and 7d, the pressure data clearly shows the presence

of nonlinearities. This is very significant because the design pro-
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cedures used linear acoustic theory and hence the applicability to

these cases is in question. However, the method for checking on the

theory, §3.2.3, is valid in any case. Use of numbers from (18) indi-

cated that (6) was reasonable for all cases.

In Figs. 7a-7c, the bridge voltage trace appears approximately

as an rectified sine wave (actually as a rectified sine wave

squared). In 7d, a characteristic flat top wave is appearing, which

becomes more pronounced at higher velocity amplitudes.

Ideally, the calibration would result is a correlation for in-

stantaneous bridge voltage as a function of instantaneous velocity.

For a number of reasons, especially related to the degree of uncer-

tainty associated with this procedure, this was not done. Instead,

relationships were found between (a) the peak flow velocity, vc, and

the peak bridge voltage (b) vc and the bridge voltage corresponding

to flow reversal and (c) v
c
and the bridge voltage phase lag behind

the fluid velocity.

Figure 3.8 shows peak bridge voltage as a function of vc. At

low velocities, the agreement is very good and as velocity increases,

the dynamic calibration curves are slightly higher than the static

calibration curve. The uncertainty of the data points at the higher

velocities is greater than those at the lower velocities due to com-

pressibility effects and higher harmonics appearing in the bridge

voltage (Fig. 3.7d); consequently the slight trend cannot be justi-

fied with a high degree of certainty. It is concluded that the

static calibration curve correctly predicts the peak velocity magni-

tude with an estimated uncertainty of t 10%.

Figure 3.9 shows minimum bridge voltage as a function of vc.

Clearly this indicates that the static calibration results are not

valid in interpreting the velocities around the points of flow

reversal.

Figure 3.10 shows the phase lag of the bridge voltage behind

fluid velocity as a function of vc. Figure 3.10a is the phase lag of

the maximum bridge voltage from the maximum fluid velocity. Figure

3.10b is phase lag of the minimum bridge voltage behind the flow

reversal point.
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The phase lag is difficult to assess due to the nonlinear rela-

tionship between velocity and bridge voltage. Hence, while the

trends in Fig. 3.10 are valid, predictions based on the curves will

have a high degree of uncertainty; estimated to be f 20%. The char-

acteristic dip in the phase lag is somewhat puzzling and was not

explained. At this point Reynold's number based on wire diameter and

average velocity m 0.2.

Finally, two checks were made on the analysis. Using (18), the

maximum errors introduced by neglecting compressibility are 0.55%,

1.6%, and 4.8% at 25, 45, and 70 hz, respectively. Velocity profiles

across the orifice were measured using the hot wire anemometer and

the profile was compared with the theoretical result from (13). The

results, Fig. 3.11, show that the trends of (13) are reasonably

matched. Because of the difficulty in getting close to the wall,

data for r/ro > 0.8 were not obtained.

3.5 Discussion

To understand the dynamic calibration results several explana-

tions were examined. First, the anemometer system response was

examined to see if a frequency response problem would explain the

observed behavior. The theory and analysis of anemometer system

response for small oscillations about a mean value has been worked

out in a excellent series of papers by Freymuth; see for example

[30,31]. One could follow these methods and solve the problem for

oscillations about a mean value of zero. However, observations of

the bridge voltages while introducing a sine wave across the bridge

to simulate an oscillating flow did not produce comparable results to

the dynamic calibration. In addition, the sinusoidal shape of the

bridge voltage would seem to be contradictory to a frequency response

problem.

The second possible explanation is that differences between the

heat transfer process in the static and dynamic cases are responsible

for the observed behavior. There have been a number of heat transfer

studies for a wire oscillating in a still fluid. It would be ex-

pected that the heat transfer in this case would be similar to that
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of sinusoidal flow past a still wire. Most of the results have been

presented as a temporally averaged Nusselt number; see Mabuchi and

Tanaka [32], for example. Curves for Nu(t) are presented for several

cases by Thrasher and Schaeltzle [33] and Carr and Black [34]. No

correlations for Nu(t) were found. Qualitatively the Nu(t) curves

agree with the dynamic calibration results in the following ways:

(a) the minimum Nu(t) is above that of the pure natural convection

case, (b) the minimum and maximum Nu(t) lags the minimum and maximum

velocity and (c) Nu(t) has a sinusoidal shape.

Thus, some physical interpretation of the dynamic calibration

results may be made. During a static calibration the voltage corre

sponding to a zero value of fluid velocity is determined by a steady

natural convection heat transfer phenomena. In the dynamic case, the

corresponding zero velocity heat transfer is higher, indicating that

there is less overall thermall resistance. This would be explained

by a decreased boundary layer thickness in the dynamic case. In the

dynamic case, the increase in heat transfer at the flow reversal

point at velocity magnitude, ve, increases would support the idea

that oscillating flow tends to "sweep away" the boundary layer and

hence lower the overall thermal resistance.

As fluid velocity over a hot wire probe is increased from zero,

the heat transfer moves from a pure natural convection regime at zero

velocity through a mixed natural/forced convection regime to a pure

forced convection regime. Thus, the agreement of the static and dy

namic calibration results at peak velocity amplitude would suggest a

pure forced convection heat transfer phenomena. Furthermore, the

agreement in heat transfer would indicate that the fluid dynamics in

the wire near field for the static and dynamics cases are similar.

3.6 Conclusions

A method for designing a test section to produce a sinusoidial

velocity field of known magnitude has been presented. A test section

based on this analysis was fabricated and used for the dynamic cali

bration of a constant temperature hot wire anemometer probe. The

calibration results indicate that static calibration results are
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valid to relate the maximum bridge voltage to velocity. Dynamic

calibration is necessary to (i)interpret the voltages around the

point of flow reversal and (ii) establish the phase lag of the bridge

voltage behind the velocity. The calibration results are in qualita-

tive agreement with a conclusion that the effects observed are due to

a different heat transfer phenomena in the dynamic case as compared

to the static case.
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CHAPTER 4

A STUDY OF OSCILLATING FLUID FLOW THROUGH

TWO ORIFICES IN SERIES

4.1 Introduction

Consider two round orifices in series, Fig. 4.1, subjected to an

oscillating zero mean flow at the inlet of the first orifice. The

objective of this study was to characterize the fluid dynamics of

this problem. It was motivated by a need for design information for

the nozzle area of a drop-on-demand ink-jet printhead. However, it

should be mentioned that the approach and results were performed with

general applications in mind.

The idea of using a two orifice nozzle for an ink-jet printhead

was first proposed by Stemme and Larsson [35]. An example of an ink-

jet printhead using this nozzle configuration is shown in Fig. 4.2.

The fluid is a water based ink and the structure is steel. An input

voltage, Fig. 4.3a applied to the PZT biomorph*, leads to the ejec-

tion of a single drop of ink out the plate 2 orifice. Ink refills

from a reservoir which feeds ink between plates 1 and 2. A typical

voltage signal to create three drops is shown in Fig. 4.3b. Because

of the on/off nature of printing, the time between pulses is not

uniform.

The relationship of the problem studied and the modeling of an

ink-jet printhead is discussed in Chapter 2. The relevant conclu-

sions are as follows. (1) The physics of the Fig. 4.1 problem, which

does not have a drop development boundary condition (BC), are closely

related to the physics important in the nozzle area of an ink-jet

printhead. (2) With the exception of the nozzle area, the printhead

fluid dynamics can be formulated using classical methods. The nozzle

may be treated as a BC for the solution of the governing equations

within the horn region of the ink-jet printhead. Determining values

of this BC is the primary objective of this work. (3) Studying the

*The PZT biomorph is a piezoelectric crystal bonded to a steel plate.
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case of monochromatic input, as opposed to that shown in Fig. 4.2,

will yield the most general information.

The specific objectives of this study were to: (i) determine a

set of independent dimensionless groups governing the fluid dynamics

of oscillating flow for the geometry shown in Fig. 4.1, (ii) to de-

fine a set of dependent parameters of interest and to develop methods

for measuring these parameters, and (iii) to describe the fluid dy-

namics by correlating the experimental data.

While no literature was found about oscillating flow through two

orifice, the problem of oscillating zero mean flow through a single

orifice has been studied extensively [36-43]. The fluid dynamics for

single orifice flow are characterized by an orifice impedance, zo,

defined as:

I1
2

(t) - P'(t)
z
o A

o
v
o
(t) (1)

for the geometry shown in Fig. 4.4; where Pi(t) is monochromatic

incident pressure written in complex form, 12 (t) is the monochromatic

component of the transmitted pressure written in complex form and

volt) is the monochromatic component of the fluid velocity at the

orifice written in complex form. Impedance relates the pressure drop

across the orifice to the volume flow rate through the orifice; with

the physical variables written as complex quantities to carry phase

information. Since, all the parameters in the definition are mono-

chromatic at the same frequency, zo does not depend on time. Values

of z
o

are typically presented as:

- fK 1
z
o

=
R

= [R - ipw(t
o

+ d)]
A A
0 0

(2)

where R is the resistance, X is the reactance and d is an added mass

term. The damping and mass characteristics of the fluid in the ori-

fice are embodied in R and X, respectively.

While the form of (2) has a theoretical basis, empirical data

for R and d is required. A discussion of the physical interpretation
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of zo is presented in Chapter 2 and measurement methods will be

reviewed here.

The first class of measurement methods involves direct measure-

ment of P'(t) and volt) and substitution into (1). Because volt) is

quite difficult to measure, these methods have limited applicability.

Thurston et al. [39,40] used water and silicone oil at low frequen-

cies and small length scales in a piston driven test section. Thus,

volt) was determined by measuring piston displacement and using

continuity.

Ingard and Ising [38] used a constant temperature hot wire ane-

mometer to measure v
o
(t). They reported that this method was limited

to fairly large velocity amplitudes and that the determination of

phase information was not particularly good. The suitability of the

hot wire for measurement of reversing flows and the reasons why it

was not accurate at low velocities were not addressed.

Consider a closed cavity excited by a vibrating boundary (ex.

piston or loudspeaker) and having an orifice in the middle or at one

end. Standing pressure waves will form in the cavity and the stand-

ing wave pattern will be influenced by the presence of the orifice.

The second class of measurements methods involves measurements of the

standing wave field within the closed cavity to calculate orifice

parameters. While there is a lot of variation in how and where data

is recorded, all of the methods are indirect in the sense of requir-

ing analysis to relate the measured variables to volt) and zo.

The most common of the standing wave methods involves the use of

the precision impedance tube (36,41,42], a long cylinder with the

orifice at one end. A pressure field is set up within the tube and a

microphone is traversed along the tube center line to record the

standing wave field.

Measurements at the resonant frequency of a Helmholtz resonator

have been used to measure z
o
for the orifice forming the neck of the

resonator [38,43]. The value of the Helmholtz natural frequency is

used to predict the imaginary part of zo and the width of the reso-

nance peak is used to predict the real part of zo. This method is
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best suited for measurements when zo is small (i.e in or near the

linear region).

A third standing wave method involves the placement of the ori-

fice in the center of a tube [38,43]. Measurements of the pressure

at fixed locations in the cavities on either side of the orifice are

used to find zo.

Panton and Goldman [37] used a piston driven cylinder with the

orifice opposite the piston end. Measurements of piston acceleration

and pressure at a fixed point within the cylinder were used to find

z o.

4.2 Dimensional Analysis

Dimensional analysis was used to reduce the number of independ-

ent variables and to scale the experiment to yield parameters which

were both measurable and characteristic of ink-jet printheads.

Significant length scales are defined on Fig. 4.5. The remain-

ing independent variables are fluid properties, p, p, 8; time scale,

w, and pressure drop across the two orifices, P'. P' was selected

instead of vo because it is much easier to control during experiment-

al work.

Nine dimensionless groups were formed and they are presented in

Table 4.1 along with typical values for an ink-jet printhead. With

the exception of P'/pwv and St, the groups are familiar. P' /pwv is

defined so that (PT/pwv)/(v
o
wv)2 = P'/pv2; where v

o
/417)17 is the char-

acteristic dimensionless velocity for single orifice flow [28]. St,

the shear wave number, is proportional to the ratio of plate spacing

to boundary layer thickness.

4.3 Problem Formulation

The number of dimensionless groups to be considered was reduced

from 9 to 6 by fixing ti/di = 0.5, t2/d2 = 0.5 and and kD = 0.28.

ti/di and t2/d2 were fixed because it did not seem likely that values

much different than 0.5 would be used in a printhead. kD was fixed

because the test section characteristics did not allow this parameter

to be varied during the experimental work. In addition, the dimen-
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Table 4.1. Dimensionless groups.

Typical
Ink-Jet

Printhead
Group Description Value

t
P
/d

1
2.6

d
l/d -2

0.6

Did]. 38

t
1
/d

1
- 0.5

t
2
/d

2
- 0.8

a Fraction of boundary between c_. 1

two plates open to ambient

P'/Pwv - 800

tpl/w/v S
t
- shear wave number 70

kD 0.25
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sionless groups St and D /d1 were not controlled during the experi-

ment. The reasons for this were that: (i) the effects of these

variables was thought to be insignificant within the range of param-

eters considered and (ii) in the experiment it was only possible to

control four independent dimensional variables and, thus four dimen-

sionless groups could be fixed and the other two would float.

The dependent variables (variables to be measured) were chosen

to be R/pwv, 6/0.85d1, v2/vo, and 12/P'. This choice was based on

both the use of R and 6 to characterize the single orifice problem

and on the relative importance of R, 6, 112, and v2 to the printhead

designer. The key parameter required to design and model the horn

section of an ink-jet printhead is the nozzle impedance, zo, which is

specified by the values of R and 6 via (2). In the single orifice

case, zo should also give enough information for the nozzle design.

In the double orifice case, it will not provide the required informa-

tion. Thus, the two additional dependent variables were specified.

The problem to be studied was formulated as:

Determine the values of R/p/(7, 6/0.85d1, v2/vo and

v
o

wy as a function of the P'/pwv, tp/di, d2/d1, and 6

for the problem of zero mean sinusoidal oscillating flow

through two orifices in series, Fig. 4.1.

The overall experiment design was developed around the use of a

piston driven cylindrical test section to produce oscillating flow

through two orifices in series. A standing wave method incorporating

a pressure measurement and a piston displacement measurement was used

for the determination of z
o

and v
o
(t). v

2
(t) was measured using a

hot wire anemometer.

4.4 Experiment Apparatus

The test section, Fig. 4.6, consisted of a 50.8 cm long aluminum

cylinder with a vibrating piston at one end and a double orifice

arrangement at the other. The cylinder had a honed inside diameter

of 19 cm and a wall thickness of 0.6 cm and was oriented vertically.

The locations on the test section where data were recorded are indi-

cated by letters on Fig. 4.6. Acoustic pressure was measured at
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(b)

Fig. 4.7. (a) Double orifice assembly in cross section
(b) piston/driver assembly in cross section
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points B and C (the access ports are shown on Fig. 4.7a), piston

position was measured at point D and fluid velocity was measured at

point A.

The piston assembly, Fig. 4.7b, consisted of a 17.8 cm diameter

by 0.16 cm thick aluminum plate bonded to a ring of 0.038 thick latex

rubber and an 0.16 cm thick aluminum support rib. By sandwiching the

latex between two aluminum rings, pressure seal was achieved with no

friction between the piston plate and the cylinder walls. The sup

port rib was used because the plate's natural frequency without the

rib was . 180 hz. A flat piston motion was important to relate a

local measurement of piston displacement to average piston displace

ment.

A 0.32 cm diameter by 14 cm long, steel rod served as the piston

rod. A sleeve bearing was used to minimize wobble and to align the

piston perpendicular to the bore. Since piston displacements as

small as 3 um peak to peak were used, alignment of the piston rod in

the bearing was critical to smooth piston operation. There were

three tricks for obtaining the required alignment. First the piston

assembly was designed such that it could be assembled as a unit,

independent of the cylinder. Second, the membrane was assembled with

slack in it. Finally, the assembly was done with the piston vibrat

ing near its minimum value and any misalignment could be observed and

corrected as soon as it occurred.

The piston was driven by mechanically coupling the piston rod to

the paper cone of a 20 cm woofer type loudspeaker. A sine wave out

put from a Tektronix FG 501A function generator was amplified with a

Dynaco mono amplifier to power the speaker. All data were taken at

52 hz.

The double orifice configuration, Fig. 4.7a, consisted of plate

1 with an insert containing the d1 orifice and an acrylic plate 2

with the d
2
orifice. Plate 1 was fabricated from 1.8 cm thick alumi

num plate and had a 6 cm diameter through hole with a 10 cm diameter

recess. The d1 insert was machined flush with the top surface of

plate 1 and had a snug sliding fit into the recess to provide align
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ment. Plate 2 was positioned vertically using threaded rods for

support and 3 smooth rods to provide alignment.

The boundary at the outer edges of plates 1 and 2 was open to

ambient in some cases and closed in others. In the closed cases,

0.06 cm steel shim stock was wrapped around the edges of the plates

and two hose clamps were used to compress a neoprene gasket between

the plate edges and the steel wall.

To measure v2(t), pt. A, a constant temperature hot wire anemom-

eter probe was used. In general, v2(t) was an oscillating reversing

flow which is not easy to measure by any method. The development of

the method for using the hot wire to make this measurement is pre-

sented in §4.5.3. The hot wire probe used, a TSI 1210-T1.5, was a

3.8 pm diameter platinum coated tungsten wire with an active sensing

length of 1.27 mm and a wire length of 1.52 mm. The anemometer

bridge circuit was a TSI 1050 and 2 VDC was subtracted from the sig-

nal with a TSI 1057 signal conditioner. No filtering was performed.

The probe was operated at 250 °C and the system frequency response

was estimated to be 102 khz.

A vertical (end on flow) hot wire probe orientation with the

probe axially and radially centered in the orifice was used. Posi-

tioning of the probe was performed with a three axis Velmex unislide

assembly, which has a stated accuracy of t 125 pm/m. The method used

for referencing the hot wire was to "eyeball" the probe to the center

of orifice, flush with the top surface. From this reference point

the probe was moved to the vertical center of the orifice, where data

was recorded.

Piston position was measured with a Bently Nevada 7200 series

proximity transducer which has an operating range to 10 khz. Pres-

sure was measured with a 1.3 cm GenRad measuring microphone. Fre-

quency measurements were performed with a Tektronix DC 503A counter.

The data acquisition system consisted of a Tektronix 7D20 digi-

tizer interfaced via a GPIB to an IBM PC. All voltage signals were

averaged over P. 250 cycles to remove random noise in pressure, posi-

tion and velocity and fluctuations (due to flow instabilities and

turbulence) in the velocity channel. This averaging greatly improved
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the repeatability of the data and also made it possible to record

data at very low amplitudes. Observations of the unaveraged wave-

forms indicated that in some cases the averaging removed information

about the unsteady nature of v2(t). Voltage and time measurements

were recorded off the digitizer using cursors, with the PC function-

ing as a data storage and display system.

4.5 Experimental Methods

4.5.1 Calibration

From Fig. 4.7b, it is seen that the piston area was not equal to

the area of the test section cylinder. The parameter of interest in

determining zo was average piston displacement, s(t). To relate s(t)

to the measured piston displacement a closed tube calibration proce-

dure was employed. From Tempkins [44] the solution to the pressure

field in a piston driven closed tube is:

P'(x,t)
ipcws coskx

e
-iwt

sin kL (3)

Thus by measuring P'(x=0,t), it was possible to relate voltage signal

from the position transducer to a known s(t). However, it was dis-

covered during the calibration procedure that at many frequencies

P'(x = 0,t) and s(t) were slightly out of phase, indicating the pre-

sence of unexplained damping. While the cause of this was not estab-

lished, it was found that the problem was not present at 52 hz.

Since the damping would have introduced bias errors into 20, all data

were recorded at 52 hz.

4.5.2 Impedance Measurement

z
o for the double orifice geometry is defined by (1) with

P'(t) = P'(t) taken to be the pressure within the tube and P'2 (t)

taken to be ambient pressure. As discussed in §4.1 most impedance

measurements are based on some variation of a standing wave method.

Unfortunately, the relationship between the measured variables and zo

is different in almost every case. The basis for the zo calculation
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for the work described here is the solution for the pressure field in

a piston driven tube, Fig. 4.6, which was given in Chapter 2 as:

P'(x,t)
ipcws (sin (kx) i z/Z cos (kx))

(4)
(cos (kL) - i zo/Z sin (kL)

where L = tube length, k = wave number, and Z = fluid characteristic

impedance = pc/A. Inverting (3) yields an equation for zo in terms

of measurable variables:

zo cos(kL)
Z 1 - F sin(kL)

where F, the reflection coefficient, is given by:

P'(x=0,t) P' e
ia

F
pcw s(t) pcws

(5)

(6)

and P'(x=0,t) is pressure measured at the orifice end of the tube

(but at least 3 diameters away from the orifice), s(t) is piston po-

sition and a is the phase angle in radians that s(t) lags P'(x=0,t).

A problem with any standing wave method is that if an "impedance

mismatch" occurs, it is possible for small measurement errors to

introduce large errors in zo. For example, this impedance mismatch

will occur when the orifice is so small that the pressure field in

the tube is almost the same as a closed tube. In this case, changing

z
o by a significant amount will produce only a slight change in the

pressure field. Conversely, a small measurement bias error at these

conditions will introduce a large change in calculated zo.

To track when impedance mismatch problems could occur, an esti-

mation of experimental uncertainty was made. A standard root mean

squared uncertainty method was used to yield:

az

° A(s
P'))2 (

az
o )2)1/2

dzo ((
D(PI/s) 3a c)

zo
0

(7)
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where 1131/s1 = IP'(x=0,t)/s(01, tIP' /sI is the uncertainty in 11"/s1

and A a is the uncertainty in alpha. Substituting (5) and (6) into

(7) yields:

dz
o

ia
lr

P' 2 f P' 211/2
e (A ---) + l i A a) 1s s

-
z F (1 F sin(kL)) (8)

It should be mentioned the use of uncertainty analysis for

impedance measurements was not found in the studies review in §4.1.

Since the problem of impedance mismatch is fundamental, (8) was used

for all impedance measurements reported here.

To verify (5) and the equipment used, a measurement of orifice

impedance for a single orifice was made and the results compared with

published data. A sharp edged orifice with a 0.953 cm diameter by

0.112 cm thickness was used. The driving frequency was 52 hz. Typi-

cal P'(t) and s(t) curves for a z
o calculation are shown on Fig. 4.8.

A comparison of the measured impedance data with the compilation

of data presented by Panton and Goldman [28] is shown on Fig. 4.9.

Values from [28] are based on curve fits to figures presented there.

The use of two curves on Fig. 4.9b bounds the scatter in the d/0.85d

data from [28]. Experimental uncertainty calculated from (8) is

shown in Fig. 4.10.

4.5.3 Use of the Hot Wire Anemometer

Measurement of v
2
(t), which is not always monochromatic, re

quired an instrument capable of measuring a dynamic reversing flow.

The hot wire anemometer (HWA) was used, but the development of

methods to interpret the output signal was not an easy task.

It was initially assumed that a steady flow (static) calibration

would be adequate to interpret the HWA voltage signal, U(t), but this

was not the case. In particular, the voltages corresponding to flow

reversal clearly were not predicted correctly by static calibration

results. There were also a number of questions about the relation-

ship of the shape of U(t) to vo(t).
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As discussed in §4.1, the HWA was used by Ingard and Ising [38]

to measure oscillating flow through a single orifice. They used a

static calibration and positioned the HWA probe in the center of the

orifice. Attempts to repeat their experiment were quite successful

in terms of replicating their data. Unfortunately, it also appeared

that this HWA data was in disagreement with the body of literature

for values of v
o
/4;17 (zo correlates quite strongly with v

o
/47) less

than 60. Due to this factor and the lack of success in explaining

the relationship of U(t) to vo(t) it was felt that a need existed to

understand this problem.

Thus, a dynamic calibration approach, using an apparatus to pro-

duce a sinusoidal flow field with known magnitude and phase, was

developed [chapter 3]. By inserting the hot wire into this flow

field a relationship between velocity and bridge voltage was found.

The dynamic calibration results were not developed to the point of

being able to relate instantaneous bridge voltage to instantaneous

fluid velocity. Rather, the development was limited to correlating

the maximum and minimum values of U(t) to v
o and the point of flow

reversal, respectively. In addition qualitative observations about

the shape of U(t) for sinusoidal vo(t) were made.

The results of the dynamic calibration were: (i) the static

calibration results were accurate for predicting the velocity ampli-

tude for vo < 1 m/s and slightly overpredicted the velocity amplitude

for 1 m/s < vo < 5 m/s (ii) the static calibration results were not

accurate for determining the phase of the velocity or for interpret-

ing the velocity around the points of flow reversal, and (iii) a

sinusoidal oscillating fluid velocity produces a bridge voltage which

is reasonably close to a rectified sine wave.

A second major problem was that fluid velocities in the orifice

were found to vary significantly in magnitude and in phase for dif-

ferent spatial locations within the orifice. Standing wave methods,

which produce an average value for velocity and phase, are not

affected by this problem. The HWA, which measures velocity at a very

small region in space, will give quite different readings for differ-

ent axial and radial positions within the orifice.
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The procedure followed in obtaining HWA data was to position the

HWA in the axial center of the orifice and to perform measurements

over the cross section. A numerical integration of the results pro-

vided an estimate of vo. A problem with this procedure was that it

was not possible to approach much closer that 500 pm to the wall.

Because most of the flow area is near the walls, this introduced un-

certainty in the vo estimate.

To verify the procedures used, a comparison was made between the

standing wave method and the HWA measurement methods for oscillating

flow through a single orifice. Typical waveforms, Fig. 4.8, illus-

trate U(t) as measured at the center of the orifice, s(t) and P'(t).

Values of v
o and the phase of vo (t) as determined by the two methods

are compared on Fig. 4.11. The HWA measured vo magnitude was calcu-

lated from a radial average of vo over the orifice cross section and

the phase of vo was calculated from the measurement at the center of

the orifice.

As shown in Fig. 4.11, the predictions of the magnitude of vo by

the HWA and the standing wave method are in very good agreement.

Indeed, it is felt that the agreement is somewhat fortuitous, the

accuracy shown on the figure could not be supported by a rigorous

uncertainty analysis. On the other hand, the predictions of the HWA

method for the phase of vo do not compare very favorably with those

of the standing wave method. Part of the reason for this is that as

the HWA probe was moved closer to the walls, the phase lag decreased.

However, even when this effect was accounted for the two methods did

not agree very well. Referring back to Chapter 3, Fig. 3.10, it is

seen that assessing the phase lag of the HWA system from the dynamic

calibration results is not particularly straightforward. The conclu-

sion is that the HWA system when combined with a radial averaging and

dynamic calibration provides a reasonable good estimate of the magni-

tude of vo but not a good estimate of the phase of vo. Consequently,

the HWA was only used to measure magnitudes.

A final observation is that measuring v2(t) is much more compli-

cated that measuring vo(t). The general conclusion was that a HWA

can accurately be used for determining peak velocity magnitude.
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Thus, the quantitative information about v2(t) presented in the next

section is peak velocity magnitude.

4.6 Experimental Results and Discussion

Twenty four sets of data were recorded and these are summarized

in Table 4.2. The approach taken was to focus the study on the ef-

fects of d2/di, tp/dland P'/pwv for an open outer boundary; and then

record data for a few cases with a closed outer boundary. Hence, the

first twenty data sets in Table 4.2 are for the open outer boundary

case and the last four are the closed outer boundary case.

Typical oscilloscope waveforms for three data sets are shown in

Fig. 4.12. In all 24 data sets, s(t) and P'(t) were sinusoidal with

no apparent nonlinearities. P12 (t) was typically monochromatic for

low P'/pwv values, Figs. 4.12 a&b. For high P'/pwv values, P2(t)

showed the presence of harmonic distortion, Fig. 4.12c.

U(t) which correlates with v2(t), was sometimes similar to that

observed for a single orifice, Fig. 4.12a and Fig. 4.8, indicating

the presence of an oscillating reversing flow through the second

orifice. U(t) for some cases had the appearance of a rectified flow,

Fig. 4.12 b&c, indicating that the flow does not reverse directions

in the second orifice.

In this paragraph the author's interpretation of U(t) for the

"rectified" cases will be presented. In some cases, ex. Fig. 4.12b,

the flow is truly a rectified flow varying between zero velocity and

a peak velocity. In other cases, the fluid velocity never reaches

zero, Fig. 4.12c, but rather varies between a minimum positive veloc-

ity and a maximum positive velocity.

The v
2(t) waveforms for the closed outer boundary cases would

qualitatively be similar to Fig. 4.12a, in all cases.

In addition to the data in Table 4.4, a flow visualization study

was conducted [48]. The objective was to gather quantitative and

qualitative information about the flow in the regions between the two

plates shown in Fig. 4.1. A summary of the methods and typical pho-

tographs are presented in Appendix A.



Table 4.2. 11xperimental data.

ID d 2 /d 1 (1) t
p/d 1

P'/pmv 6

di

(c.)

A0 ao

v0/47; R/0467; S/0.85.11

P'/P'
(2)

v2ivo(3)

mag

(kg/m2.$)
arg

(degrees) (mag)
phase lag

(m /s) (sag)

v2(t)

Shape

DI 0.790 0.85 1388 1 0.935 5.5 -78 21.2 14.0 1.16 0.029 0.30 0.43 a

D2 0.790 2.15 1380 I 0.935 5.0 -77 23.4 13.1 0.99 0.017 0.40 0.23 b

D3 0.790 2.15 3423 1 0.935 4.7 -44 60.9 40.6 0.48 0.018 1.34* 0.62 c

D4 0.370 2.15 3423 1 1.999 10.5 -82 27.6 18.1 0.98 0.023 0.18 0.21 a

05 0.790 0.85 3390 1 0.935 5.2 -55 55.3 35.3 0.78 0.031 2.74** 0.60 b

D6 0.370 2.15 1405 1 1.999 10.5 -87 11.3 7.5 1.00 0.023 0.02 0.25 a-b

D7 0.370 0.85 3423 1 1.999 11.6 -82 24.9 18.2 1.15 0.038 0.15 0.74 a

D8 0.370 0.85 1337 1 1.999 11.6 -87 9.8 8.2 1.16 0.038 -0.07 0.69 a

D9 0.940 1.50 2402 1 0.790 4.1 -55 49.2 28.1 0.70 0.022 1.09* 0.48 -

D10 0.230 1.50 2385 1 3.272 16.7 -87 12.1 9.5 0.96 0.035 -0.05 0.47 a

DII 0.580 2.60 2418 1 1.273 6.5 -76 31.2 18.2 0.92 0.017 0.35 0.36 b

D12 0.580 0.40 2435 1 1.273 8.7 -79 23.6 20.3 1.45 0.042 0.06 1.03 a

013 0.580 1.50 4122 1 1.273 6.5 -68 53.3 29.5 0.85 0.024 0.75 0.53 b

D14 0.580 1.50 662 1 1.273 . 7.2 -85 7.8 7.7 1.11 0.024 -0.04 0.29 a-b

D15 0.580 1.50 2402 1 1.273 6.9 -77 29.4 18.5 1.01 0.007 -0.69 0.51 b

D16 0.580 1.50 2418 1 1.273 7.0 -77 29.3 19.1 1.03 0.024 0.41 0.51 b

017 0.580 1.50 2385 1 1.273 6.9 -77 29.2 18.2 1.01 0.024 0.40 0.51 b

018 0.580 1.50 2402 1 1.273 6.9 -77 29.4 18.3 1.01 0.024 0.35 0.52 b

D19 0.580 1.50 2402 1 1.273 6.9 -77 29.1 18.5 1.01 0.024 0.41 0.50 b

D20 0.580 1.50 2402 1 1.273 7.0 -77 29.1 18.8 1.03 0.023 0.38 0.52 b

D21 0.633 0.75 2400 0 0.789 7.8 -61 30.00 45.0 2.01 0.66 -0.92** 2.30 a

D22 0.633 2.50 593 0 0.789 13.0 -61 3.86 75.1 3.73 0.72 -0.58 4.06 a

D23 0.394 2.50 2459 0 1.270 16.2 23 12.90 176.2 0.95 1.20 -0.84* 5.82

D24 0.394 0.75 578 0 1.270 24.9 -62 1.91 141.1 4.83 0.87 -0.39 9.71

1

d2 0.74 cm for runs 01-020, d2 0.50 cm for runs 021-024; f 52 hs for runs 01-024

2 P
2 /P' is presented in two parts, the magnitude is equal to the ratio of the peak values; the time lag is equal to the time lag of P'(t) behind

Pi(t). The asterisks indicate that Pi was nonlinear; tvo asterisks indicate more nonlinearities than one asterisk.

3
v2/vo the maximum positive velocity out the second orifice divided by the magnitude of

vo. The shape is the shape of the v2(t) waveform.

The letters correspond to the shapes shown in rigs. 4.12a-c, respectively. a-b indicates that the shape is somewhere between that of a and b.



Fig. 4.12. Typical oscilloscope waveforms for s(t), Pi(t),

PTO, and U(t) for the test section with a

double orifice opening: (a) run D4, (b) run

D2, and (c) run D3
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In a simplified description of oscillating flow through a single

orifice, the streamlines will appear as a jet on the outflow part of

the cycle and as a potential flow into a sink on the inflow part of

the cycle. The actual flow pattern can exhibit many more complexi

ties, such as acoustic circulations, vortices, and shed vortex rings

[411.

For the double orifice case, on the outflow part of the cycle

the flow out the lower orifice appeared as a jet. This jet impinged

on the smaller upper orifice creating a jet out the upper orifice and

a vortex in the region between the two plates. On the inflow part of

the cycle, the flow into both orifices appeared as a potential sink

flow.

Typical photographs of the vortices formed between the two

plates are presented in Fig. A.3. Two distinct types of vortices

were observed. The first type, Fig. A.3a, consisted of a row of

separated vortices radiating outward from the bottom surface of the

upper orifice. Each flow cycle through the orifices produced a vor
tex at the lower perimeter of the top orifice. The next cycle forced

this vortex outward, replacing it with a new vortex, and so forth.

The second type, Fig. A.3b, consisted of vortices inside vortices.

In this case a flow cycle produced a vortex at the lower edge of the

top orifice. The next cycle formed a vortex within the original vor
tex causing it to expand outward and downward around the new vortex.

One of the types of measurements attempted in this research was

the measurement of the fluid velocity between the two plates. How

ever, the HWA signal was very unsteady and interpretation of the

signal was not successful. The complex flow patterns shown by the

flow visualization results provide some explanation for the very

complicated HWA signal observed.
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One of the original reasons for the double orifice nozzle in an

ink-jet printhead was that it would provide a rectifying effect

1351. One the outflow portion of the cycle the fluid would jet out

the two nozzles forming a drop. On the inflow portion of the cycle

the refill would come from a potential sink flow originating between

the two plates. Thus, the fluid in the upper orifice would not have

a tendency to reverse directions. The data shown on Fig. 4.12b,

Fig. 4.12c, and in Table 4.2 shows that for certain parameter condi-

tions this does indeed occur.

The flow visualization results provide a physical explanation of

how the double plates promote the rectifying nature of the geometry

under study. The outflow phase of the cycle starts the fluid rotat-

ing in a direction tending to eject fluid out the upper orifice and

refill it back into the lower orifice. On the inflow phase of the

cycle when the fluid is reversing direction through the orifices, the

spinning flow opposes flow down through the upper orifice and pro-

motes a potential flow into the lower orifice.

However, it was not possible to determine the extent to which

the observed rectifying effects were due to the mechanism described

in the previous paragraph. If one takes velocity data moving upward

along the center line of a single orifice, similar "rectified wave-

forms" to those in Fig. 4.12b will be observed. Since a systematic

study of the single orifice has not been done, there was no basis for

comparison. Thus, it is possible that the same rectified HWA wave-

form, Fig. 4.12b for example, would have been measured if the HWA

probe was in the same location but the upper orifice plate was

absent.

One might note that the independent variables in Table 4.2 have

no easily recognizable pattern. This is because an experiment design

approach described by Diamond [45] was used to set up the experiment

(the particular method is called a uniform precision central compos-

ite rotatable experiment design). A number of observations may be

made about these methods. They are really an "experiment optimiza-
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tion" in the sense of providing the most results for a given number

of data points. Because of the way the experiment design is struc-

tured, curve fits of the data are easy to obtain. Statistical inter-

pretation of the data is part of the experiment design methodology.

The following comments may be made about the particular method

used here. The first 14 runs in Table 4.2 provide a quadratic esti-

mate including cross terms, of the the effects of the independent

variables on the dependent variables. The next 6 runs provide a data

base for estimating the variance of the dependent variables for sta-

tistical interpretation of the results.

There is more information in Table 4.2 than will be correlated

here; only results for R/piT), 6/0.85d1, v0/1', and vi/vo will be

discussed. The interested reader is referred to [45] for the methods

required to correlate other parameters.

Regression analysis of the Table 4.2 data produced curve fits of

the form:

where:

Q = b + (b + b
2
)oi 1312°0'2 1)13°1413 13234'24'3

(9)

Q = R/pwv, 6/0.85d1, vo/i-77-, or v2/vo

1
= (d

2
/d

1
- 0.581)/0.211

0
2

= (t
p
/d

1
- 1.50)/0.654

3
= (P'/pwv - 2400)/1030

(10)

The coefficients for (9) are given in Table 4.3. The coefficients

which were not statistically significant were set equal to zero in

Table 4.3. Plots of (9) are presented in Fig. 4.13.

vo/v), Fig. 4.13c, was determined to depend on d2/d1 and P'/pwv

with essentially no dependence on tp/di(t). v0/47; increases with



Table 4.3. Regression coefficients.

Parameter

Coefficients

bo bl b2 b3 bll b22 b33 b12 b13 b23

R/p1(17; 18.53 6.04 0.00 7.78 0.19 0.35 0.12 0.66 3.52 0.84

d/0.85d1 1.017 -0.096 -0.123 -0.099 -0.073 0.052 -0.021 -0.018 -0.108 -0.017

v0/wv 29.29 10.96 1.81 13.15 0.42 -0.71 0.40 0.44 5.02 0.56

v2/v0 0.512 0.000 -0.165 0.072 -0.025 0.055 -0.047 0.100 0.068 0.017
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increasing d2/di as expected. The linearity of v0/47, with P' /pwv

indicates that P' pv
2
, which is the result for steady flow.

R/047, Fig. 4.13a, was determined to depend on d2/di and P' /pwv

with essentially no dependence on tp/di. The increase in R/pci7v with

d2/d1 is due to v
o
/wv increasing with d2/di. The linearity of

R/pwv with P' /pwv indicates that the damping due to flow through the

double orifice geometry is linear with vo (i.e., R m pvo, where a is

a constant). Thus, the damping takes on the same physical form as

that governing both oscillating and steadyflow (at high vo values)

through a single orifice.

d/0.85(11, Fig. 4.13b, was determined to depend on Pf/pwv, d2/d1,

and tp/d1. It is seen that there are some interaction effects

between d2/di and tp/di.

v2/vo, Fig. 4.13d, was determined to depend on tp/di and P' /pwv

with essentially no dependence on d2/di. This is interesting because

it indicates that v
2
can be viewed as having an origin as a jet

expelled from the first orifice.

Finally, as a check for outliers and to assess the uncertainty

of the calibration results, the experimental data was compared with

values predicted from (9). The results are shown in Fig. 4.14 for

the best and worst cases.

As previously discussed, four runs were conducted with a closed

outer boundary, e = 0. The problem was not studied in a systematic

way but it is possible to make several observations. As compared to

the open cases runs, the closed case runs, D21-D24, showed the fol-

lowing characteristics. The damping term, R/p/i17, the added mass

term, d/0.85d1, and the velocity ratio, v2/vo, were all significantly

higher. These trends are as expected except for the damping term.

Since this term is physically related to energy loss it is surprising

that it is so much higher. No physical explanation of this behavior

was developed. The high damping present in the closed case is of

significant interest because of the possibilities of the use of this

geometry for sound attenuation. In conclusion, the results are very

different between the open and closed outer boundary cases and the

latter will certainly provide an interesting area for future study.
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4.7 Conclusions

The problem of zero mean oscillating flow through two orifices

in series has been studied using dimensional analysis and experi-

mentally. The motivation for this problem was to gather information

useful for the design of the nozzle area of ink-jet printheads.

From dimensional analysis, it was determined that nine groups

govern the problem fluid dynamics. By fixing the values of three

groups and not considering the effects of two groups (their influence

was assumed to be negligible) the number of groups was reduced to

four; P'/pwv, d2/d1, tp/di, and 8. The dependent variables charac-

terizing oscillating fluid flow through two orifices were formulated

as R/p/c;, 8/0.85d1, v0/4717, P2 /P', and v2/vo.

The problem of obtaining measurements for the problem of inter-

est turned out to be quite formidable and required a considerable

methods development effort. Of particular significance was the de-

velopment of methods for using the hot anemometer for the measurement

of oscillating reversing flows. The other primary measurement method

was the use of a piston driven Helmholtz resonator to measure the im-

pedance of the double orifice geometry. An experimental uncertainty

equation was developed to predict when an impedance mismatch between

the Helmholtz cavity and the orifice(s) could occur.

Twenty-four sets of data were recorded. Four of the sets were

to provide an idea about the effect of 8. The twenty remaining sets

were set up using a 3 level, 3 variable experiment design. This

procedure optimized the amount of useful information about the

effects of P'/pwv, d2/d1, and tp/di on the dependent variables given

above.

Results are presented as equations for R/p/u), 8/0.85d1,

vo/wv, and v2/vo; as functions of Ps/pwv, d2/d1 and tp/d, for the

following ranges of parameters: 0.23 < d2 /d1 4 0.94, 0.4 4 tp/di 4

2.6, and 660 < P' /pwv 4 4120.

It should be stressed that the fluid dynamics of oscillating

flow through two orifices was found to be an extremely complicated

problem. Due to the difficult methods required to obtain data and

the uncertainties introduced by the regression analysis, the overall
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uncertainty of the results is estimated to be ± 20%. Furthermore,

the results do not in any way provide all the details observable in

the laboratory. The fluid in the region between the two orifices

moves a very unsteady fashion. Often v2(t) was fluctuating in mean

value and exhibited a high level of turbulence intensity. This paper

should be considered as a starting point for the analysis of a com-

plicated problem.

Several conclusions may be drawn with regards to the use of the

double orifice nozzle for an ink-jet printhead. First, this nozzle

design will sometimes provide a rectifying effects on the fluid flow

in which case the flow out the second orifice varies between zero

velocity and a positive velocity. In the author's opinion this

effect could be enhanced by using orifices with different shapes than

the straight ones used for this work. Predicting when the rectifying

effect occurs is not straightforward. However, another major advan-

tage of the double orifice geometry is that a large first orifice

diameter increases the system Helmholtz natural frequency. This in

turn will allow better drop control and/or faster allowable drop

ejection rates.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An experimental and analytical study of the internal fluid

dynamics of a drop-on-demand (DOD) ink-jet printhead has been

conducted.

The study was centered around the use of a 100x scale printhead

model with air as the working fluid.

The results of the analytical study are: (i) a simple model of

the ink-jet printhead including a mechanical analogy, (ii) an example

of a printhead design using the model, and (iii) a discussion of the

scaling of an ink-jet printhead for experimental study.

The physics of the printhead are very closely related to the

physics of a Helmholtz resonator. Thus, the way sound is produced by

blowing over a bottle and the way an ink-jet printhead operates have

a great deal in common. In fact, both of these devices can be

described by a spring/mass/damper mechanical analogy, Fig. 2.10. The

design of an ink-jet printhead can be viewed as a selection of the

mass, damping, and stiffness characteristics for a one degree of

freedom mechanical system. In particular, ink-jet printhead operat-

ing characteristics are primarily a function of the damping intro-

duced by the orifice and the ratio of the Helmholtz natural frequency

to the printhead characteristic driving frequency.

The analysis also provided other useful information of a more

detailed nature. The only mode of fluid/structure interaction in an

ink-jet printhead likely to become important is that between the

fluid and the horn chamber wall. For e/D > 0.1, this effect is not

important; below this value it can be accounted for by modifying kL.

For the design of the driving element of an ink-jet printhead,

the only variable influencing the internal fluid mechanics is volu-

metric displacement.

A dimensional analysis of a simplified ink-jet printhead was

performed. The dimensionless groups were treated separately in dif-

ferent regions of the printhead to reflect the differences in the
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physics. The analysis performed allowed the effects of the dimen-

sionless groups to be determined. The fluid mechanics in the horn

chamber are governed by kL and L/D. In addition, P'/B becomes impor-

tant as it approaches a large value and S becomes important as it

approaches a small value. The fluid mechanics in the orifice region

are governed primarily by v0/47); and to/do with a weak influence by

So. The coupling between the fluid dynamics in the orifice region

and the horn chamber is contained in a single group, the horn/orifice

impedance ratio written as kLzo/Z.

The final result of the analysis was that it illuminated the

need for experimental information to characterize the orifice or

nozzle area of the printhead. Thus, the experimental portion of this

study concentrated on obtaining this data for a "Stemme" configura-

tion nozzle. The "Stemme" nozzle consists of two concentric orifices

separated by a small distance.

To obtain data for the "Stemme" nozzle, the general problem of

zero mean oscillating flow through two orifices in series was

studied.

From dimensional analysis, it was determined that nine groups

govern the fluid dynamics problem. By fixing the values of three

groups and not considering the effects of two groups (their influence

was assumed to be negligible) the number of groups was reduced to

four; P'/pwv, d2/d1, t/d1, and B. The dependent variables character-

izing oscillating fluid flow through two orifices were found to be

R/pwv, 5/0.85d1, vo/wv, P2/P', and v2/vo.

The problem of obtaining measurements for the problem of inter-

est turned out to be quite formidable and required a considerable

methods development effort. Of particular significance was the de-

velopment of methods for using the hot anemometer for the measurement

of oscillating reversing flows. The other primary measurement method

was the use of a piston driven Helmholtz resonator to measure the im-

pedance of the double orifice geometry. An experimental uncertainty

equation was developed to predict when an impedance mismatch between

the Helmholtz cavity and the double orifices was occurring.
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Twenty-four sets of data were recorded. Four of the sets were

to provide an idea about the effect of 0. The twenty remaining sets

were set up using a 3 level, 3 variable experiment design. This pro-

cedure optimized the amount of useful information about the effects

of P'/pwv, d2/di, and tp/d1 on the dependent variables given above.

Results are presented as equations for R/p/u7T, d/0.85d1,

vo/iT), P2/P', and v2/v0; as functions of P' /pow, d2/d1, and tp/d1.

Several conclusions may be drawn with regards to the use of the

double orifice nozzle for an ink-jet printhead. First, this nozzle

design will sometimes provide a rectifying effect on the fluid flow

in which case the flow out the second orifice varies between zero

velocity and a positive velocity. In the author's opinion, this

effect could be enhanced by using orifices different than the

straight ones used for this work. Predicting when the rectifying

effect occurs is not straightforward. However, another major advan-

tage of the double orifice geometry is that a larger first orifice

increases the system Helmholtz natural frequency. This, in turn,

will allow better drop control and/or faster allowable drop ejection

rates.

One of the major problems during the research was the broad

scope of the study. However, this wide focus did allow the identifi-

cation of many interesting fundamental problems. In addition, sever-

al problems of interest to the ink-jet community were identified.

The experimentally measured values of resistance and reactance

for an orifice with a surface tension boundary condition would be a

valuable contribution. Another topic of interest is a piston driven

Helmholtz resonator with a side branch. Such a fundamental study

could provide information very useful for the design of an ink-jet

printhead refill system. Another interesting project would be to

build and test ink-jet printheads designed using the Chapter 2 infor-

mation and compare measured performance with the analytical esti-

mates. An experimental verification of Eq. (54) of Chapter 2 for the

piston driven Helmholtz resonator subjected to a nonmonochromatic

input signal would make an interesting study.
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There are several studies related to oscillating flow through a

single orifice which would be of interest. An experimental and ana-

lytical study of the fluid dynamics in the orifice near field would

be interesting. A systematic study (i.e., using experimental design

techniques of [45]) of resistance and reactance would make a good

contribution to the literature.

The hot wire anemometer calibration study provided many ideas

for future projects. A more detailed study of the calibration is

certainly in order. A fundamental study to determine a time depend-

ent Nusselt number for oscillating flow over a heated wire would be

of interest.

The double orifice study also provided ideas for additional res-

earch. First on the list is a systematic study of the double orifice

geometry with a closed outer boundary. Another idea is a study of

the influence of the orifice shape on the rectifying effect of the

double orifice nozzle.
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APPENDIX A. FLOW VISUALIZATION STUDY

A summary of the flow visualization study conducted as a senior

project by Bischel, Gilbert, and Lilly [48] is presented in this ap-

pendix. Their objective was to obtain photographs of the streamlines

formed between the two plates shown in Fig. A.1 as fluid oscillated

through the two orifices. Smoke marked streamlines were produced by

vaporizing mineral oil on a heated wire which was passed through the

center of the orifice.

Dimensional analysis of the problem showed that the fluid me-

chanics are governed by four dimensionless parameters and photographs

were taken to span the following ranges: 0.23 4 v
o
/wt

p
1.00, 1 4

tp/di 4 2, 0.39 4 d2/d, 4 0.63 and 100 4 votp/v 4 200; where length

scales are defined on Fig. A.1, vo is the magnitude of the oscillat-

ing velocity incident on the first orifice, w is frequency in rad/s,

and v is kinematic viscosity.

Using a wire as a source of smoke will only allow visualization

of the stramlines perpendicular to the wire. Thus, it was only pos-

sible to see the streamlines moving radially from the center line of

the orifices. A typical streamline pattern is sketched in Fig. A.2

and two typical photographs are shown in Fig. A.3. In the photo-

graphs, the wire appears as a bright vertical light streak and the

two light streaks in Fig. A.4a mark the edges of the lower orifice.

Eight photographs were taken to span the range of independent

variables. An experiment design following Diamond [45] was used to

set up the experiment in order to maximize the amount of useful in-

formation from the data. In all cases, vortices formed and their

dimensions were correlated with the independent variables. These

quantitative results will not be reviewed here except to mention that

the vortex characteristic dimensions did not depend on the Reynold's

number, Re = votp/v. This result is useful in supporting the experi-

ment design presented in Chapter 4 in which the influence of Re was

assumed to be negligible.
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Fig.Fig. A.3. Typical streamline photographs
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